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A partnership between the business community and local government
& a federated arm of the South East Local Enterprise Partnership

ITEM 3A
Date:

26 March 2018

Subject:

DRAFT MINUTES of a meeting of the Kent & Medway Economic Partnership
(KMEP) held at the Village Hotel, Maidstone on 29 January 2018.
Attendees:

KMEP Board Members
Geoff Miles (Chair | The Maidstone Studios)
Paul Carter (Kent County Council)
Rodney Chambers (Medway Council)
Miranda Chapman (Pillory Barn Design Ltd)
Simon Cook (Canterbury City Council)
Mike Cosgrove (Swale Borough Council alternate)
Sarah Dance (Sarah Dance Associates)
Chris Hare (Mid Kent College alternate)
Nicolas Heslop (Tonbridge & Malling Borough Council)
Douglas Horner (BAB Business Representative)
Jo James (Kent Invicta Chamber of Commerce)

David Jukes (Tunbridge Wells Borough Council)
Jeremy Kite (Dartford Borough Council)
David Monk (Shepway District Council)
Jon Regan (Hugh Lowe Farms Ltd & Weald Granary
Ltd)

Paul Thomas (Dev. Land Services Ltd)
David Turner (Gravesham Borough Council)
Prof. Mike Weed (Canterbury Christ Church
University alternate)
Fran Wilson (Maidstone Borough Council)
Paul Winter (Wire Belt Company Limited)

Observers & Presenters in attendance
Allan Baillie (KCC), Kevin Burbidge (GBC), Lee Burchill (KCC), David Candlin (TWBC), Nicholas Churchill
(CCC), David Fitzsimmons (Locate in Kent), John Foster (MBC), Stephen Gasche (KCC), Graham
Hammond (SDC), Helen Havercroft (TDC), Richard Hicks (MC), Dave Hughes (KCC), Tim Ingleton (DDC),
Tracey Kerly (ABC), Sandra Matthews-Marsh (Visit Kent), Tracy Moore (TWBC), Jonathan Neame (Visit
Kent), Matthew Norwell (TGKP), Sarah Nurden (KMEP), Karla Phillips (KCC), Joe Ratcliffe (KCC), David
Smith (KCC), Louise Whitaker (KCC), Jeremy Whittaker (TMBC), Mike Whiting (KCC), Paul Wookey
(Locate in Kent).
Apologies:
KMEP Board Members
Paul Barrett (C4B Business & Barretts Motors), Andrew Bowles (Swale Borough Council), Gerry Clarkson (ABC),
Simon Cook (Mid Kent College), Philip Cunningham (Cripps LLP and Chartway), Nick Fenton (Kent Developers
Group), Peter Fleming (Sevenoaks District Council), Iain Hawthorn (HSBC Bank Plc), Andrew Metcalf (Maxim PR)
Keith Morris (Dover District Council), Jane Ollis (IOD), Steve Sherry (RBLI), Prof. Rama Thirunamachandran
(CCCU), Chris Wells (Thanet District Council).
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Item 1 – Welcome, introduction and apologies.
1.1

Mr Geoff Miles (the KMEP Chairman) welcomed attendees to the meeting, and accepted
the apologies as listed above.

1.2

Cllr David Monk advised attendees that Shepway District Council will be renamed
Folkestone and Hythe District from 1st April 2018.

Item 2 – Declarations of interest
2.1

Sarah Dance, co-chair of the South East Creative Economy Network (SECEN), declared
that SECEN is working on a cultural tourism project (called Culture Coasting) with Visit
Kent.

Item 3A – DfT Consultation: Shaping the Future of England's Strategic Roads
3.1

Sarah Nurden, KMEP Strategic Programme Manager, introduced the item. The
Department for Transport (DfT) has issued a consultation called “Shaping the Future of
England's Strategic Roads”. The consultation closes on 7 February 2018, and relates to
the Strategic Road Network (SRN). The consultation requests stakeholders’ views on the
proposals within Highway England’s (HE) Initial Report.

3.2

The DfT will use the consultation responses and HE’s Initial Report to inform the second
Road Investment Strategy (RIS2), which will run from 2020 to 2025. RIS2 will set out the
strategic vision for the SRN, the performance specification that Highways England must
deliver, a 5-year investment plan for new enhancements, maintenance and renewal, and
a statement of the funds available to achieve this.

3.3

Sarah Nurden presented an overview of HE’s Initial Report and the key points in the draft
KMEP consultation response. In response to the presentation, the following comments
were made:
 Cllr Simon Cook requested greater specificity on the location of lorry parks in the
KMEP consultation response. In particular, there is a need for a lorry park on the
A2/M2 corridor between the Lower Thames Crossing junction and the Port of Dover;
this facilitates the continued use of the M2/A2 as a major freight route.
 There was debate on whether it is pragmatic to have housing growth as a key HE
performance indicator, with arguments for and against expressed.
 Cllr Nicolas Heslop said any consideration of strategic road issues in Kent should take
account of the proposed Lower Thames Crossing. He supported the suggestion to
transfer the A229 Blue Bell Hill to the SRN. The rationale for this is that traffic flow on
the A229 will rise substantially after the Lower Thames Crossing opens, as HGV drivers
and other motorists use the A229 to move between the M2 and M20. Douglas Horner
and Cllr Fran Wilson supported this statement, and said the same rationale applies to
the suggestion to transfer the A249 Detling Hill to the SRN.
 Cllr David Turner raised the protection of rural roads from inappropriate traffic usage
(such as the A227 and A228), so that they did not become rat-runs by motorists
wishing to transfer between the M2 and M20.
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Douglas Horner referred to HE’s objective to ‘ensure that customers trust them’. To
achieve this objective, it is important that HE use up-to-date and accurate traffic
statistics: At a recent SELEP event, a HE Director said that the figures in the Lower
Thames Crossing consultation were incorrect and underestimated current usage.
Cllr David Jukes and Douglas Horner spoke of the A21 cost estimates made by HE. The
NAO report ‘Progress with Road Investment Strategy’ shows the final cost of the A21
was 74% higher than the cost estimate, and was delivered behind schedule. Work is
required by HE to ensure its cost estimates more accurately forecast the cost; this will
build stakeholders’ trust.
The KMEP draft response requested clarification on the location of electric car
charging points, and for their accelerated roll-out. Douglas Horner and Cllr Fran
Wilson requested a further reference is added on the adequacy of electricity
generation to power the charging facilities, and for hydrogen points to be explored.
Paul Winter mentioned his support for lift-sharing and car pools, as encouraging this
would help alleviate road congestion.
Cllr Mike Cosgrove said it was necessary to put the consultation and any KMEP
response in the context of the ports in Kent and their impact on traffic, particularly in
light of potential delays after Brexit.
Cllr David Jukes requested greater emphasis on the need for increased investment in
the A21 south of Tonbridge, to bring the quality up to the standard of the northern
section.
Paul Carter felt that HE should read the KMEP consultation response in conjunction
with Kent County Council’s lorry park investigations and the responses that had been
made to the Lower Thames Crossing consultation. He also proposed that HE should
become responsible for lorry park provision rather than local authorities. This is the
approach taken on the continent.
Tim Ingleton, speaking on behalf of Cllr Keith Morris, referred to the growth of HGV
traffic using the Port of Dover. In 2017, there were 2.6m freight vehicles that passed
through the Port of Dover, which reached a record level for the fifth consecutive year,
representing a 33% increase over the five-year period. A further 1.6m freight vehicles
also passed through the Channel Tunnel. The 2018 values are forecast to be higher,
and will probably grow further as Calais is set to double in size by 2021. He requested
the consultation response refers to this year-on-year growth and the potential impact
of Brexit, which must be planned for, not reacted to.
The inclusion of a reference to the inadequate government funding, paid to local
authorities, for maintenance of the secondary road network was welcomed by
Douglas Horner.

3.4

It was agreed that Sarah Nurden should make the necessary changes to the draft
response in line with comments received at the meeting, and following endorsement
from the KMEP Chairman, submit the response to the DfT on behalf of KMEP.

3.5

KMEP further agreed that the Chairman should send a letter to Highways England on the
importance of protecting the A228 and A227 from inappropriate traffic once the Lower
Thames Crossing has opened.
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Item 3B – DfT Consultation: Proposals to create a Major Road Network
3.6

In 2017, the Secretary of State announced his intention to form a ‘Major Road Network’
(MRN) in 2018. The rationale for creating a new MRN is that the government wants to
increase investment on the most important local roads. The DfT has launched a
consultation called the “Proposals for the Creation of a Major Road Network”, and it
closes on 19 March 2019.

3.7

Sarah Nurden, KMEP Strategic Programme Manager, gave an overview of the
consultation, and asked KMEP Board Members for their views: these views could be
expressed at the meeting or via email by Monday 26 February.

3.8

In response to the presentation, the following points were made:
Cllr Simon Cook requested the MRN includes the A28 between the Thanet Way at St
Nicholas and the A2 at Canterbury; this proposal is supported by Thanet District,
Canterbury City, and Kent County Councils. The A28 meets all five objectives set out by
the DfT for the MRN. If the A28 were eligible for funding, its inclusion on the MRN
would help reduce congestion around Canterbury.
Paul Carter said the MRN proposal would benefit the local highways authorities
financially, as they would no longer have the responsibility for investment in such wellused roads. He also said questions remain about the future influence of LEPs in
transportation issues if the prioritisation of MRN schemes is undertaken by SubNational Transport Bodies.
Paul Carter would welcome if local authorities could submit cost estimates for scheme
interventions alongside HE, as it would add an element of competition and help deliver
better value for money.
Miranda Chapman asked about the traffic flow statistics that will determine which roads
are included in the MRN. Joe Ratcliffe, Kent County Council’s Transport Strategy
Manager, confirmed that HE and the DfT will use the Average Annual Daily Flow figures,
and not forecasts of future usage. Consequently, future housing need as set out in Local
Plans will not be considered. However, the roads selected to be in the MRN will be
reviewed every 5 years, and so the MRN will evolve over time.
Douglas Horner suggested a reference is made to the inadequate levels of government
funding to local authorities for maintenance of the secondary road network. Also,
reference ought to be made to the MRN maintenance, as the MRN Investment
Programme will not cover this cost.
Paul Carter said it is essential to get the basics right and invest in the present road
network to make it fit-for-purpose, before starting new schemes.












3.9

It was agreed that KMEP Board Members would send any further comments to Sarah
Nurden by 26 February. She would then pull together the comments to create a draft
KMEP response to the MRN consultation. This draft response would be circulated to
board members by electronic procedure in early March for their endorsement.
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Item 4 – Impact of tourism on Kent: Presentation by Visit Kent
4.1

The KMEP Chairman welcomed Jonathan Neame (Chairman, Visit Kent) and Sandra
Matthews-Marsh (CEO, Visit Kent) to the meeting. The key messages in the Visit Kent
presentation were:
 Tourism is a growing sector, a sector to invest in, and support going forward.
 The sector is very important to the Kent and Medway economy: In 2015, there were
60 million visitors, generating 72,000 jobs and £3.6 billion of economic value. The
2017 figures will be published in the near future.
 The sector provides employment across the breadth of Kent and Medway.
 The sector is changing, with consumers increasingly purchasing more ‘experiences’
than ‘products’.
 Visit Kent is a marketing services organisation that can link consumers via their
mobile to different experiences and opportunities on offer.
 The employment by value and sector is quite diverse. Kent and Medway have a very
strong and internationally-renowned food and drink sector, which continues to grow.
Large retail outlets, like McArthurGlen Designer Outlet and Bluewater, are key
attractions to bring consumers to the county.
 A core objective for Visit Kent is to increase the number of overnight stays, as this
brings added value, with the additional purchases at local eateries and attractions.
There were 5 million overnight stays in 2015, with 1 million overseas staying visitors.
 The Kent occupancy levels from 2012-15 outperformed the national average and this
growth accelerated at a faster rate. In 2015, serviced accommodation providers
recorded a 76% year-round average occupancy rate.
 The success of Kent and Medway’s offer is in part attributable to a growth of quality
bedroom capacity and unique accommodation offerings.
 Kent and Medway’s growth in overnight stays outperformed other well-known
English holiday destinations: Kent’s overnight stays were up by 19% in 2015, whereas
Devon were down by 9%, Cornwall down by 7%, Hampshire down by 6%, and Dorset
down by 7%. One reason for this is that these other shires have a more fragmented
tourism structure and lack a strategic Destination Management Organisation.
 Kent and Medway’s offer is attractive, in particular to millennials, providing a
healthy, active, indulgent, and immersive experience.
 The investment in arts, culture, and regeneration has created attractive places and
destinations for people to visit, and has incentivised further private sector
investment in the local area. Considering the performance of the whole local
economy, venues, such as Turner Contemporary, have shown positive returns on
investment.
 Visit Kent’s London-based marketing campaign, called “Kent Contemporary”, has
been running for 8 years. This campaign has changed the way people perceive Kent
and Medway. By using inspirational images of Kent, targeting London visitors through
traditional advertising but also carefully targeted digital marketing, Visit Kent has
been able to engage more people than ever before, consistently growing visitors to
Kent and Medway each year.
 Research shows that the Kent Contemporary campaign has positively changed
people’s perception. Last year, people reported that they associated Kent as a great
coastal destination with beautiful beaches, and not only as a green and heritage
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destination; in previous studies there has been limited acknowledgement of Kent’s
coastal credentials.
In 2017 Visit Kent worked with the Folkestone Triennial to help drive more visitors to
the event.
Visit Kent has been working with niche businesses to create campaigns that drive
high-value visits to high-profile growth industries, including the Visit Kent Cruise
Partnership, the Golf in Kent Partnership, the five Heritage Railways, and seven of
Kent’s leading wineries to showcase the county as a premier wine destination.
Visit Kent and a research partner were commissioned to evidence the benefit of the
High Speed 1 (HS1) investment. The research showed:
o Leisure journeys on HS1 increased from 100,000 in 2010 to 890,000 in 2016.
o HS1 added £311million to the Kent & Medway visitor economy from the start of
services through to 2016.
o 73% of local tourism businesses believe HS1 has attracted more leisure visitors
to the county; and
o nearly 6,000 tourism sector jobs in Kent & Medway have been created and
supported by HS1
Visit Kent is forming a “Promoting Kent Group” comprising Locate in Kent, Produced
in Kent, the Kent Film Office, Explore Kent, and the Kent AONB, to increase
collaboration and create joined-up marketing campaigns with a unified approach.
Future marketing opportunities for Kent and Medway include:
o The Turner Prize 2019 being hosted by the Turner Contemporary in Margate.
o The Lambeth Conference, being held in Canterbury in 2020 (brings together
bishops from across the world, and occurs once every 10 years).
o The Open Golf being held at Royal St George’s Golf Club, Sandwich in 2020.
For every pound received, Visit Kent levers £3.60 through a range of funding streams
to invest in the continued growth of the Kent and Medway visitor economy.
Recent forecasts indicate that, across England, tourism spend may be reaching a
plateau.
Opportunities coming from Brexit could include a variable VAT rate. Twenty-three EU
countries have a differential rate for part of the tourism sector (e.g. for
accommodation or food); the UK is one of only four countries that does not. After
Brexit, it would be helpful if the government could set a 10% VAT rate for
accommodation; this would help further grow the tourism sector.
The challenges relating to Brexit include the potential reduction in labour availability
and skills levels.
The five-year objective for Visit Kent is to deliver 5 million extra visitors (or the
equivalent value), which will support an additional 5,000 jobs.
The Visit Kent Chairman spoke of the importance of delivering the Thanet Parkway
station for the East Kent tourism sector.
The barriers facing the tourism sector, which KMEP and the LEP could help influence,
are:
a) Recognition of the importance of the sector
b) Support funding bids – by either providing letters of support or finance.
c) Helping deliver infrastructure – Infrastructure’s importance is underlined by the
fact the visitor economy lost over £1m per day and suffered reputational
damage during Operation Stack in 2016.
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d) A fair deal for the South East – there is a perception in central government that
the South East does not require further investment. Visit Kent has seen the
north of England being favoured for investment in tourism.
e) A South East Tourism Zone - There is reference to Tourism Zones being
established if the sector deal is accepted. Visit Kent wishes to see the South East
designated as a Tourism Zone and a credible partner for Government. Kent,
Dover and Eurotunnel are key national gateways and should enjoy a special
status and support, especially as Kent is the first experience of a holiday in the
UK for millions of international visitors to Britain.
f) Support the skills agenda – Visit Kent request further activity to encourage more
young people to look at tourism and hospitality as a viable and rewarding career.
g) Use Visit Kent’s resources – Visit Kent encourages KMEP partners to use Visit
Kent’s images, data and research in studies and business cases.
h) Support ongoing EU funding bid work
i) Help Visit Kent to leverage major events
j) Help attract events and allied sectors – Visit Kent requests that KMEP help
attract more key events and allied marque sectors, such as film making and the
creative industries.
k) Support the VAT debate (described previously).
4.2

In response to the presentation, the following comments were made:
 Cllr Mike Cosgrove referred to 10 million Chinese people being in the air on any
single day, and asked about future activity to attract the Asian market. Sandra
Matthews-Marsh explained that, apart from Kent Contemporary, the marketing is
aimed at attracting inbound overseas tourists. The work to create high-quality niche
products, such as seven Kent vineyards working with Visit Kent to create a Kent wine
experience, helps to attract the high-value tourist from overseas. While footfall for
the high-value experiences may be lower overall, it can produce a greater economic
spend.
 Douglas Horner asked if Visit Kent perceives any distinction between how local
businesses and tourists define an attractive place. Sandra Matthews-Marsh quoted
Roger De Haan, who has said ‘great places to live are great places to visit’. Placemaking activities should focus predominately on local residents and businesses, as if
someone loves where they live, then tourism will follow. She referred to the
Marlowe Theatre, whose size was not predicated on the number of people living in
Canterbury, but on higher use. This ambition has been proven to be the correct
approach, as the Theatre has been able to attract West End Shows, and draw visitors
from further afield.
 In response to Miranda Chapman’s question, the Visit Kent Chairman said coherent
branding is vital, with the different aspects of the marketing all supporting the
overarching brand (such as the Gourmet Garden trails being well aligned to the
Garden of England brand).
 The Visit Kent Chairman concluded by saying a gap evident in Kent’s current offer is
the lack of 5-star hotel accommodation, and inward investment to achieve this would
be welcome.

4.3

The KMEP Chairman thanked Visit Kent for the presentation, and agreed the slides would
be circulated following the meeting.
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Item 5 – Visit of Inward Investment on Kent and Medway
5.1

The KMEP Chairman welcomed David Fitzsimmons (Chairman, Locate in Kent) and Paul
Wookey (CEO, Locate in Kent) to the meeting. The key messages in the Locate in Kent
presentation were:
 The Locate in Kent’s contract runs from 2016 to 2020. The targets in the contract
include:
o Supporting the creation of 4,800 new jobs (2,136 jobs have been delivered
between Aug 16 and Dec 17).
o Delivering 120 successful projects (76 successful projects have been delivered
between Aug 16 and Dec 17).
o Focussing on SMEs (including the creation og 350 new jobs)
o Enabling 45 companies to receive business support
 Job creation results are validated by Kent County Council.
 Locate in Kent’s role is to meet with companies and give solution to their
requirements when they are looking for a business location.
 Locate in Kent operates in an increasingly ‘competitive’ environment, with the
Northern Powerhouse and Midlands Engine becoming more prominent, and an everincreasing amount of international trade being directed there by central government.
 The presentation showed an advertisement in Shoreditch, aimed at SMEs, which is
an example of Locate in Kent’s marketing campaign ‘101 reasons Kent makes
business sense’. This campaign has led to an increase in website traffic, and
generating a stronger pipeline of future activity.
 Paul Wookey summarised the challenges and opportunities facing inward investment
in Kent and Medway: which are:
o Employment Land and availability of commercial space
o Skills
o Perception of Kent as a prime business location
o Brexit
o Balancing Overseas vs Domestic investment
o Volume vs value of new jobs
o Building on assets e.g. High Speed 1. The connectivity that the county has is an
incredibly strong selling point to investors. The business community need
certainty around the Lower Thames Crossing and Crossrail extension to
Ebbsfleet.
 At present, Locate in Kent is working to support 307 projects move forward. If all
projects were successful, this would deliver 5,909 additional jobs over the next 3
years.
 The greatest amount of interest in Kent’s commercial and office stock comes from
companies that are already based in Kent that wish to expand their operations.
 Most enquiries come from the business services, manufacturing, and
retail/wholesale sectors. The number of enquiries from life-science firms have
decreased slightly over last 3 or 4 years, but this is balanced by the growth in
enquires from manufacturers.
 In terms of overseas investment in Kent and Medway, the USA has consistently been
the source of most enquiries.
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 In terms of the inward investment, the most significant challenge facing in Kent and
Medway has been the decline in the availability of commercial space. Commercial
development is not keeping pace with residential growth. Speculative commercial
development is difficult to fund; banks are not investing. Employment sites
(especially in town centres) are under pressure from developers wishing to convert
the space for residential use due to the higher market value.
 Industrial demand for commercial property is very strong. For industrial units over
50,000 sq. ft. in size, and those between 25,001 sq.ft. and 50,000 sq.ft., demand
exceeds the current availability of units.
 There is high demand for ‘serviced’ office space, with existing space countywide
almost at full occupancy. There is a need for greater public-private sector
collaboration to resolve the issue of commercial and office space availability.
 As part of Locate in Kent’s contract, it must feedback the intelligence received from
businesses about the skills issues. This intelligence from over 100 companies suggests
the skills issues include:
o Work ethic and readiness of school leavers
o A shortage of IT software developers and engineers
o A shortage of management and leadership skills
o Confusion on how to access funds via the apprenticeship levy
o The London effect impacting staff recruitment, retention and salaries
o The need for effective employer-skills provider interface
 Locate in Kent has employed a skill broker to work with the largest employers to help
address their skills issues.
 On branding, Locate in Kent runs a Kent perception study every second year with
‘influencers on the business community on Kent’ (i.e. property agents, journalists,
etc).
 Over past 10 years perception of Kent as a business location has rapidly improved. In
2017, 66% of businesses, developers, investors and stakeholders view Kent as a
very/fairly good business location. This improvement in perception has resulted from
infrastructure investments, such as High Speed 1.
 A more cohesive Kent brand could help delivery agencies like Locate in Kent,
Produced in Kent, Visit Kent, etc.
 The sectors, which Locate in Kent are focussing on, include life-sciences,
creative/digital, manufacturing, food & drink, construction and logistics. Further
research is required on the emerging sectors, such as technology and robotics, and
on other factors which continue to change the landscape of the Kent business
community.
 Centres of excellence, like the Kent & Medway EDGE Hub, help drive further inward
investment.
 Moving forward, Locate in Kent would ask KMEP to help support them by:
o Acting as the business voice to find solutions to the local and national barriers to
investment.
o Supporting bids for funding to assist the public sector support commercial land
development through SELEP/Central Government.
o Using its business engagement to reinforce the skills needs and the solutions
that are identified.
o Play a key role in the Kent & Medway branding/place-making challenge. This
could help achieve a cohesive public-private sector approach.
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o Making sure that SELEP’s Strategic Economic Plan reflects not only the needs of
Kent and Medway, but optimises the opportunities Kent and Medway offers e.g.
to help develop strong clusters in sectors through business support, build on
assets (e.g. EDGE), develop infrastructure, and accelerate the planning process.
5.2

In response to the presentation the following comments were made:
 Paul Wookey agreed with Sarah Dance that digital infrastructure and connectivity are
important factors determining inward investment. Paul Wookey stressed that the
focus should be on rolling-out the next generation of fibre infrastructure.
 Jo James referred to the need to link trade with overseas investment. She suggested
there ought to be more activity to achieve these links.
 Miranda Chapman asked if a district-level approach to branding would help facilitate
greater inward investment. She also called upon Locate in Kent to have young
people’s voices input into the branding. In response, Paul Wookey explained
overseas investors prefer to engage with larger organisations, and Kent and Medway
have the appropriate size and scale to attract the investors’ attention.
 Douglas Horner referred to the importance of universities as assets to attract inward
investment. Prof. Mike Weed confirmed that Canterbury Christ Church is engaging in
this agenda, and working with Locate in Kent.

5.3

The KMEP Chairman thanked Locate in Kent for the presentation, and expressed his
gratitude to Paul Wookey, who is stepping down as Locate in Kent’s CEO at the end of
March.

Item 6 – The Thameslink Programme & its impact on Kent and Medway businesses and
commuters
6.1

The KMEP Chairman welcomed Scott Brightwell (Govia Thameslink Railway’s Operations
Planning Manager), Phil Hutchinson (Govia Thameslink Railway’s Head of strategic
Planning), and Simon Fielder (DfT’s specification Lead of the South Eastern Rail Franchise
Competition) to the meeting.

6.2

Scott Brightwell and Phil Hutchinson introduced the item to explain the phasing of the
2018 and 2019 Thameslink timetable, and to give the rationale for the phased approach.
Their comments included:
 In 2015, DfT asked Govia Thameslink Railway (GTR) to provide proposals for the
expansion of the Thameslink network.
 In response, GTR reviewed the current network’s operation and the levels of
passenger demand. They produced recommendations, which informed a series of
public consultations. Based on this review and the consultation responses, GTR and
the DfT developed the Thameslink Programme.
 The Thameslink Programme creates a new route interlinking 4 regional zones
through the Thameslink ‘core’ stations of London Blackfriars, City Thameslink,
Farringdon, and London St Pancras. This route is set around 12 service groups. It is
an expanded network so a number of trains operated by Southern, South Eastern,
and Great Northern will transfer to Thameslink.
 In the high peak period, 24 trains per hour will operate through the Thameslink core
(i.e. a train will call at a Thameslink core station every 2.5 minutes).
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 The Thameslink Programme is delivered through new technology with automatic
train operation, new signalling, and new 8 or 12 carriage trains. New interchange
opportunities will be available, for example at Farringdon, where commuters can
access Crossrail/ Elizabeth Line, and at London St Pancras, where customers can
access international connections.
 In the original specification for Kent’s regional zone, GTR were planning to provide:
o an all-day service between Luton and Sevenoaks, via Catford, and
o a Monday to Friday only service between Thameslink core and Maidstone East,
via Catford. This would reinstate the 2009 link that was removed when the
previous franchise was introduced.
 However, GTR proposed in their review’s recommendations that more Thameslink
services should serve the Kent and Medway region, because customer data
evidenced there was demand. Hence, GTR proposed to:
o introduce an additional route to Orpington,
o introduce a service from the Medway Towns to Luton, and
o run the proposed Maidstone East service to Cambridge.
 The Medway Towns to Luton service will provide a direct link from Medway to the
Crossrail station of Abbey Wood. GTR expects several Medway commuters to
disembark at Abbey Wood to use the interchange there, and then that will provide
greater capacity along the Greenwich line into London. Originally, the Greenwich line
was going to have direct trains to Canon Street only.
 The DfT agreed to all the recommendations made in the GTR review, but requested
GTR use a phased approach to de-risk the introduction of the major service upgrade.
 1 million customers are expected to use the Thameslink services every day. Any
unplanned disruption that prevents these 1 million people reaching their work place
would cause a substantial economic impact.
 The phasing for the Kent and Medway routes is:
o Medway Towns to Luton – Service commences in May 2018. This will release
train carriages that can be cascaded onto other South Eastern lines.
o Sevenoaks to Welwyn Garden City – Commences in May 2019 (with services
terminating at London Blackfriars between May 2018 and May 2019).
o Maidstone East to Cambridge – GTR is contracted by the DfT to deliver this
service from December 2019.
 In preparation for these new services, GTR is investing its money. It has already
recruited 130 train drivers, procured a modular building for the Gillingham depot,
and is planning further depots in Orpington and Ashford.
 The key overarching principles that the DfT set GTR when consider phasing options
included ‘protecting the customer’ by creating a plan that does not remove or
materially alter routes that are already offered today.
 The DfT requested the phased timetable delivers the programme’s overall capacity
benefits to the largest percentage of passengers at the outset.
 The phased timetable must work across regional zones. Any timetable changes in one
location will have repercussions elsewhere. For example, changes to the Kent and
Medway timetable could impact the East Coast and Scotland train services.
6.3

The KMEP Chairman thanked the GTR representatives for their presentation, about the
Govia Thameslink Franchise.
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6.4

Sarah Nurden, the KMEP Strategic Programme Manager, briefed the KMEP board on the
South Eastern Rail Franchise, which is separate to, but clearly interacts with, the
Thameslink Franchise. She explained that the DfT had issued an invitation to tender (ITT)
to three bidders for the South Eastern Rail Franchise. There are two elements in the ITT of
significant importance for KMEP. Firstly, the ITT asks bidders to include a worked example
based on the indefinite delay of the Thameslink service to Maidstone East. The second
element is the ITT’s minimum specification saying bidders can reduced the frequency of
the Maidstone West - Snodland - London St Pancras High Speed service to two trains in
the peak (down from three). Also, the bidders can choose to run the service from
Maidstone West to Abbey Wood, instead of London St Pancras. A petition on change.org,
objecting to this alternation to the High-Speed service, contained over 1000 signatures at
the time of the KMEP meeting.

6.5

In response, Simon Fielder (DfT’s Specification Lead of the South Eastern Rail Franchise
Competition) made the following comments:
 The ITT was issued in November 2017.
 Bidders must submit their franchise proposals by 14 th March 2018.
 The DfT will evaluate the bids, before the Secretary of State for Transport grants
consent in November 2018.
 The next South Eastern Franchise will commence on 1 April 2019.
 The ITT sets out the minimum train specification - The ITT maintains the key
elements of the current timetabled service for commuters, but offers the bidders
sufficient flexibility to innovate and apply additional value for money though
competition. Bidders are incentivised to exceed the minimum specification, provide
additional services that meet passengers’ needs, and provide value for money for
taxpayer.
 The DfT knows roughly two of every three South Eastern passengers use the train
services to commute to work. Nine of every ten passengers wish to travel to London.
 A key aspiration for the DfT is to support commuters to travel to and from work in
the least time and in a sufficient level of comfort. Other key aspirations include:
improving passenger experience, increasing service reliability, and minimising the
number and duration of connections, so waiting at stations is as brief and infrequent
as possible.
 The DfT analysis expects the Maidstone East Thameslink Service to be the principal
service to the City of London from December 19 – partly due to the 30% surcharge
for using High-Speed services. However, the DfT acknowledges the current HighSpeed service from Maidstone West and Snodland service is vital to the local
economy, so the ITT specification does protect the two services.
 The DfT has explored the opportunity for an alternative service to run from
Maidstone West and Snodland to Abbey Wood, which could help shorten travel
times to Canary Wharf. The competing coach market shows there is a relatively high
level of demand for transport to Canary Wharf. The DfT also proposes that the Abbey
Wood option could help Maidstone and Snodland residents access the West End,
Paddington, and Heathrow.
 Simon Fielder concluded by stressing the Abbey Wood proposal is only an option. If
bidders were to choose the Abbey Wood option, they will have to evidence through
evaluation process that it benefits passengers more than the High-Speed service to
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London St Pancras. A consultation exercise would also have to be run during the next
franchise on any change to the service.
6.6

In response to the two presentations, the following comments and questions were
received:
 Stephen Gasche (Kent County Council’s Senior Rail Planner) stressed this is the third
deferral of the Maidstone East to Cambridge service. Originally it was due to
commence in May 2018, then in December 2018, and now its introduction is planned
for December 2019.
 Stephen Gasche asked if a more equitable approach could be used for phasing. The
Sutton Loop is served by 2 trains per hour currently, and is scheduled to increase to 4
trains per hour. He asked if this increased frequency could be postponed so the
Maidstone East line could be introduced earlier. In response, Scott Brightwell
explained GTR had evaluated all the options, had examined customers flows and
demand, considered how many customers travel to London now, and had assessed
the impact overall. It was decided that the proposed phasing delivered the most
capacity to the most people at the earliest possible date while de-risking the upgrade
as per the DfT request.
 Cllr Fran Wilson explained that she had had an in-depth meeting with the GTR
representatives in the previous week with the KMEP Chairman.
 Cllr Fran Wilson requested surety of no further delays to the Thameslink service
introduction from Maidstone East. She explained that no Maidstone business or
resident she had spoken to think the DfT’s proposal to run the Maidstone West trains
to Abbey Wood is viable or acceptable. Maidstone commuters appreciate the current
High-Speed service to London St Pancras, and want it extended to become a more
regular service with off-peak provision. There would be an enormous outcry if this
service were to change.
 In response, Scott Brightwell explained GTR is contracted by the DfT to deliver the
train service requirements, and has contractual milestones. The contract includes
introducing the Maidstone East Thameslink service. GTR has already heavily invested
in recruiting and training drivers for the new services. On its payroll are 62 drivers
based at Gillingham, 31 drivers based at Orpington and 40 drivers based in Ashford.
The employee salaries and depot investment are budget pressures for GTR, so it is in
GTR’s interest to see the Thameslink services rolled out across Kent and Medway as
soon as possible, so GTR can recoup its investment.
 Nicolas Heslop referred to the high level of local frustration, with many people
having invested in the region based on the new service being introduced in 2018.
Businesses and residents living in the south of Tonbridge and Malling are well served
by the Tonbridge to Charing Cross line, however those in the north of the borough
wishing to access the City of London are disadvantaged by a slow, poorly connected
service.
 The areas around West Malling and Snodland are experiencing significant housing
and population growth, showing strong demand for the service.
 There is also a compounding effect - The delay to the new Maidstone East
Thameslink service was announced concurrently to the DfT announcing that South
Eastern Rail Franchise bidders can provide a reduced service from Maidstone West
and Snodland to London St Pancras.
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 Cllr Nicolas Heslop has written to all three Rail Franchise Bidders to forcefully object
to the High-Speed service via Snodland running to Abbey Wood, and being reduced
below the current service level.
 Cllr Nicholas Heslop referred to the significant investment that has been made due to
the High-Speed Snodland to London St Pancras line. The developer of the new St
Peter’s Village (Trenport Investments) recently spent £19 million to build a bridge to
connect the new housing development to Snodland railway station.
 There was great surprise expressed that the phasing of the timetable was announced
less than 6 months before the new Thameslink services were due to start. Local
partners felt that this information must have been known about before November
2017.
 In response to these comments, Scott Brightwell agreed it would have been helpful if
the phasing had occurred earlier, but it is absolutely the right decision to have an
incremental timetable, given the significant economic impact of any unplanned
disruption on the 1 million commuters.
 Paul Carter referred to the expert from the Railway Times explaining on Radio Kent
that the reason for the phasing was probably due to the new technology and the
train lines not being able to process 24 trains hour. In response, Scott Brightwell
explained that GTR had successfully tested the new Automatic Train Operation (ATO)
technology over the Christmas period.
 Paul Carter spoke of the missed opportunity when the DfT decided to terminate
Crossrail at Abbey Wood. Kent County Council and its partners are collectively
lobbying the Secretary of State to extend Crossrail to Ebbsfleet International, which
would create new international connections, and significantly enhance the train
connections across the breadth of Kent and Medway.
6.7

A vote was taken, showing that KMEP board members unanimously support:
 The retention of the Maidstone West – Snodland – Strood – Gravesend – Ebbsfleet
Int. – Stratford Int. – London St Pancras train service. KMEP fundamentally disagrees
with the proposal to alter the direction of travel, so the trains would terminate at
Abbey Wood instead.
 A minimum of three trains in the peak period serving the Maidstone West to London
St Pancras line, via Snodland. Also, KMEP strongly feel that this route ought to
benefit from the introduction of an hourly off-peak service, in addition to retaining
the three trains in the peak period.

6.8

KMEP agreed that the Chairman should write to the three South Eastern Rail Franchise
bidders to notify them of the vote, and to ask to meet them to discuss their submission
to the bid specification.

6.9

The KMEP Chairman thanked Simon Fielder, Scott Brightwell, and Phil Hutchinson for
attending.

Item 7 – Local Growth Fund Delivery Monitoring Report
7.1

The Local Growth Fund Delivery Monitoring Report was noted, and no questions or
comments were raised on its content.
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Item 8 - Minutes of previous meeting, matters arising and action tracker
8.1

A correction was requested to the draft minutes. Paragraph 3.11 of the draft minutes of
29th January 2018 should be replaced with:
“A Commonwealth War Memorial on Dover’s Western Heights: Dover District Council is
running a consultation on its plans to build a commonwealth war memorial; the
consultation closes on 10 December 2017. Cllr Keith Morris explained that the work on the
memorial is currently being funded by Libor and it is hoped that future funding will be made by
Libor if it receives the appropriate consent.”

8.2

Apart from the correction above, the minutes of the previous meeting were agreed as a
correct record and signed by the Chairman accordingly.

Item 9 – Any Other Business
9.1

The Government is issuing new guidance to Local Enterprise Partnerships on governance
and transparency. Board Members will be required to complete a new declaration of
interest form, and these forms will be placed online by 28 February 2018. The KMEP
Strategic Programme Manager will send the form to KMEP Board Members by email.
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A partnership between the business community and local government
& a federated arm of the South East Local Enterprise Partnership

ITEM 3B
Date:

26 March 2018

Subject:

Action Tracker and Progress Update

The table below provides a brief update on matters previously discussed by the Board, central
government policy and consultation announcements, and give notices about forthcoming
events.
Topic
Strategic Road
Network &
Major Road
Network
Consultations
LEP Review:
Governance &
Transparency

Progress update
Responses were sent on KMEP’s behalf to both DfT consultations discussed at
the last board meeting. The final versions sent are being made available to view
on the KMEP website under ‘news’.



A deep dive of the South East LEP was undertaken on 7 and 8 March.
The Parliamentary Public Accounts Committee issued a report on LEP
governance on 16 March.

Details on this are included in the ‘Governance and transparency of LEPs paper’.
South Eastern
Rail Franchise

The Chairman and KMEP Strategic Programme Manager wrote as requested by
the Board to the three South Eastern Rail Franchise bidders to notify them of
the KMEP vote regarding the High Speed Maidstone West to London St Pancras
service via Snodland. Two bidders agreed to meet. A non-disclosure agreement
prevents details being shared on the content of those discussions, other than
saying they were both constructive meetings.

SELEP
meetings

The South East LEP’s Accountability Board and Strategic Board met on 16 March
2018. The following agenda items were discussed:
SELEP Accountability Board:
 Strood Civic Centre Flood Mitigation
 Thanet Parkway Update
 A13 Widening update report
 Local Growth Fund Capital Programme Update
 2017-18 and 2018-19 Revenue Budget Update
SELEP Strategic Board:
 Governance and Transparency
 South East Business Hub
 Strategic Economic Plan
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SELEP
Chairman
Recent
government
announcemen
ts that could
be of interest
include:

Capital Programme Update

Chris Brodie has agreed to continue as the SELEP Chairman for a further term of
office.
 The Government announced a new £23 million fund to help local groups to
develop a neighbourhood plan:
https://www.gov.uk/government/news/government-commits-to-furthersupport-for-neighbourhood-planning
 Highways England releases a new video for drivers to experience a virtual
journey through the Lower Thames Crossing.
https://www.gov.uk/government/news/video-offers-virtual-journeythrough-lower-thames-crossing
 Homes England has completed the purchase of 60 hectares of land in the
area earmarked by Shepway District Council for Otterpool Park:
https://www.gov.uk/government/news/homes-england-invests-inotterpool-park
 The PM has commissioned an Industry Taskforce to consider the use of
investments to generate a positive social impact as well as a financial
return:
https://www.gov.uk/government/news/pm-commissions-industrytaskforce-on-social-impact-investment
 Prime Minister has launched new planning rules in England to encourage
the delivery of homes:
https://www.gov.uk/government/news/prime-minister-launches-newplanning-rules-to-get-england-delivering-homes-for-everyone
 £40 million fund to transform UK’s coastal communities has opened for
new applications:
https://www.gov.uk/government/news/40-million-fund-to-transform-ukscoastal-communities-opens-for-applications
 Business Secretary has called for new tech revolution in agriculture
https://www.gov.uk/government/news/business-secretary-calls-for-newtech-revolution-in-agriculture
 Solicitor General Robert Buckland QC MP has visit the University of Kent’s
Law Clinic:
https://www.gov.uk/government/news/kent-law-school-puts-solicitorgeneral-in-the-hot-seat
 Maidstone has received £ 658,000 in Land Release Funding from central
government for its Brunswick St / Union St project:
https://www.gov.uk/government/news/45-million-funding-boost-tosupport-councils-unlock-land-for-thousands-of-homes
 The Government has said the funding settlement for local authorities will
see a real terms increase in available resources over the next 2 years:
https://www.gov.uk/government/news/parliament-approves-real-termsincrease-in-funding-for-local-authorities
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A partnership between the business community and local government
& a federated arm of the South East Local Enterprise Partnership

ITEM 4
Date:

26 March 2018

Subject:

East Kent Growth Framework 2017-2027 (EKGF)

Report authors:

Cllr Simon Cook, Chairman - East Kent Growth Board (EKGB),
Nick Churchill, Strategic Regeneration Manager (Canterbury City Council)

Summary
This covering note introduces the East Kent Growth Framework (EKGF), 2017-2027 initiative to
the KMEP Board. It briefly explains the purpose and content of the EKGF while describing how
it will be used. A presentation will also be given to KMEP by the Chairman of the East Kent
Growth Board which will explain more about the EKGF’s main priorities.
The Board is recommended to:
1. Note the presentation from the East Kent Growth Board Chairman and consider its
‘asks’ in respect of KMEP and SELEP.
1.

Introduction

1.1

This item introduces the East Kent Growth Framework (EKGF) 2017-2027 initiative,
prepared for the East Kent Growth Board (EKGB) by an officer working-group from the
five East Kent Local Authorities and Kent County Council. This work updates the East Kent
Growth Plan that was prepared by the EKGB in 2013. It has been approved by the EKGB
and formally endorsed by most of the East Kent district councils.

1.2

The EKGF sets out an overarching strategic approach for identifying investment priorities
to achieve long-term economic growth across East Kent to 2027. It develops a high-level
portfolio of priority economic infrastructure investments, projects and economic growth
initiatives in East Kent. The EKGF initiative comprises three core documents:




EKGF main report – a detailed paper setting the context, reviewing progress of the
earlier East Kent Growth Plan and summarises the key messages from the revised
evidence base. This also identifies new strategic objectives, the strategy for growth
and future investment priorities;
‘East Kent – Gateway to UK Plc’ - a shorter investment prospectus document
(attached as Appendix A) based on the EKGF, which gives a high level overview
conveying the strengths, ambitions and growth opportunities of East Kent; and
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Economic evidence paper - prepared by the consultant Lichfields this report provides
the economic analysis and context for examining the potential investment priorities
across East Kent. Its analysis of existing evidence and data sources establishes the
economic strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats faced by East Kent
collectively and the five local authority areas individually.

1.3

The EKGF will be used to feed into the work of the Kent and Medway Economic
Partnership (KMEP) and South East Local Enterprise Partnership (SELEP) Strategic
Economic Plan and the Infrastructure Investment Strategy. It will be used to support
future potential funding bids to SELEP and other regional and national funding sources.
In addition it is intended that the EKGF can also be used to support high level lobbying
and advocacy activity. It will draw attention to the area’s investment priorities in
emerging Government consultations and other programmes such as the Strategic and
Major Road Network initiatives.

2.

Presentation to KMEP

2.1

The Chairman of the East Kent Growth Board will give a presentation to the KMEP Board
about the EKGF project focusing specifically on:





Delivery to date;
Four overarching strategic objectives;
The five nationally significant investment priorities for East Kent; and
Asks of KMEP/SELEP.

3.

More information

3.1

Following the KMEP Board, all the East Kent Growth Framework documents will be
available to view on the KMEP website.

3.2

For more information on the Framework please contact Nick Churchill, Strategic
Regeneration Manager (Canterbury City Council) at nicholas.churchill@canterbury.gov.uk

4.

Recommendations

4.1

The Board is recommended to:
 Note the presentation from the East Kent Growth Board Chairman and consider its
‘asks’ in respect of KMEP and SELEP.

5.

Appendices:
Appendix A: ‘East Kent – Gateway to UK Plc’ investment prospectus brochure
(Please see the separate pdf document).
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A partnership between the business community and local government
& a federated arm of the South East Local Enterprise Partnership

ITEM 5
Date:

26 March 2018

Subject:

South East LEP Strategic Economic Plan Refresh: Next steps and local
engagement

Report author:

Sarah Nurden, KMEP Strategic Programme Manager

Summary
The SELEP team leading the process to refresh the Strategic Economic Plan has been invited to
attend the Board to provide an update on their work programme.
The Board is asked to:
 Consider in advance of the meeting the questions it may wish to pose to the SELEP
representatives on the next steps of engagement and activity.

1.

Rationale for rewriting the SELEP Strategic Economic Plan

1.1

The SELEP Strategic Board agreed in March 2017 to update their Strategic Economic Plan
(SEP).

1.2

The rationale for updating the SEP was that “this activity will provide an opportunity for
SELEP to advocate to Government for additional funding opportunities, to be more
proactive in communicating its requirements and to take full advantage of the LEP’s
combined power and its proximity to London. Furthermore the existing SEP is a bidding
document, aligned to schemes such as SEFUND which are no longer active”.

1.3

The importance of the refreshing the SEP has increased given the recent letter from the
Cities and Local Growth Unit (CLGU) to SELEP following the 2017 Annual Conversation
(this can be found in Appendix F of the Governance Report on page 96). CLGU says SELEP
requires improvement in the area of strategy. In particular, they encourage the use of a
robust evidence-base to underpin strategy, encourage strong buy-in of partners and
businesses from across the LEP, and ask SELEP to ensure local partners promote the LEP’s
priorities.
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2.

The basis of Strategic Economic Plans

2.1

A SEP recognises the connection between economic development and quality of life, and
can be used to leverage new growth and redevelopment. There are a variety of SEPs
available across the UK, but successful areas tend to have one thing in common — an
articulated, shared vision of what they want to achieve and the activity that will be
undertaken to achieve the desired outputs.

2.2

The structure of UK’s economy is evolving as we move increasingly to a knowledge-based
economy where traditional job roles are ever more susceptible to automation. Prospering
in the new economy can require creating a better quality of life by:
 Fostering an innovative business climate, which encourages entrepreneurialism,
R&D, and existing businesses to ‘scale-up’.
 Creating a skilled and educated workforce.
 Investing in infrastructure for innovation and economic growth.
 Reinventing and digitising, with businesses keeping on the forefront of the digital
revolution to reach new markets.
 Knowing a local area’s economic function in the national and global economy
 Partners collaborating effectively to achieve the desired outputs.

2.3

Central government has captured these ideas under the themes ‘Ideas’, ‘People’,
‘Infrastructure’, ‘Business Environment’, and ‘Places’, in the Industrial Strategy White
Paper, which is available at: https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/industrialstrategy-building-a-britain-fit-for-the-future

2.4

SEPs often have the following characteristics:
 Have clearly defined, shared goals
 Align with other local plans, for example transport, infrastructure, and workforce
development plans at national, county and district levels.
 Are current and relevant given markets, technology and other factors change
 Contain an evidence-based economic analysis of the:
o Workforce and labour market
o Educational & physical infrastructure (e.g. transportation, utilities and
community facilities)
o Major employers, and those smaller employers that are growing most rapidly.
o Key industry trends and inter-industry relationships
o Local business market analysis
 Include a variety of stakeholders in the drafting process, and encourage open
participation
 Define a detailed implementation strategy & the measures of success.

2.5

In addition, SEPs often give a sense of place (i.e. the ‘branding for the area’). CLGU has
particularly asked SELEP to ensure its SEP is distinguishable from other SEPs.

2.6

SEPs may also include information on land-use patterns, both current and future - For
example, they may identify specific business cluster locations and innovation hubs.
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3.

KMEP meeting on 26 March 2018 & Recommendation

3.1

The SELEP Managing Director (Adam Bryan) and the SELEP Strategy Manager (Georgina
Button) have been invited to attend the KMEP meeting on 26 March. Direct engagement
with the KMEP Board last took place in July 2017, so the SELEP team’s attendance
provides an opportunity for Board Members to find out more about the writing process
being undertaken, to inform the work programme, and to understand how the KMEP
board and local partners can support the SELEP team.

3.2

The Board is asked to:
 Consider in advance of the meeting the questions it may wish to pose to the SELEP
representatives on the next steps of engagement and activity.
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A partnership between the business community and local government
& a federated arm of the South East Local Enterprise Partnership

ITEM 6
Date:

26 March 2018

Subject:

The South East Creative Economy Network & its Open Workspace
Masterplan for the Creative Economy

Report author:

Sarah Wren, Arts and Regeneration Officer, Kent County Council
Sally Staples, Cultural Strategy Manager, East Sussex County Council

Summary
This report covers the issue of the availability of affordable and flexible workspace for creative
businesses, and the work of the South East Creative Economy Network (SECEN).
The Board is asked to:
 Approve the SECEN report “Open Workspace Masterplan for the Creative Economy”
 Endorse the submission of the SECEN plan to SELEP for LEP-wide endorsement

1.

South East Creative Economy Network

1.1

The South East Creative Economy Network (SECEN) works to accelerate growth in the
digital, creative and cultural sector. SECEN is one of SELEP’s nine working groups,
bringing together a partnership between local authorities, creative businesses and
education bodies across the South East LEP. SECEN identifies barriers to growth and
implements practical and scalable initiatives to overcome these barriers. The Network
works with strategically positioned geographic hubs, as well as sharing knowledge and
scaling–up network activity to add value on both a local and national scale.

2.

The Value of the Creative Economy in the South East

2.1

The Creative Industries (CIs) are one of the UK’s greatest economic success stories.
Creative talent and innovation that originates in this sector has become indispensable to
other areas such as health, IT and the services economy. The industry accounts for
around one-tenth of the whole economy and provides jobs for more than 2.5m people –
more than in financial services, advanced manufacturing and construction. In the SELEP
area CIs employ 30k people and generate £25bn in GVA, the largest GVA contribution of
any LEP outside of London.
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2.2

Attracting creative businesses to the SELEP area is to enter a competitive market, with
places nationally and internationally vying to capture the UK’s talent. Potential investors
in workspace will need to be confident of SELEP’s support and will want to see their
sector embedded in economic and planning strategy leading to access to key assets and
low cost finance.

3.

Opportunities

3.1

Since 2010, the number of creative businesses in the SELEP area has grown by 30.5%. The
proportion of creative industries in the total SELEP business base is growing as well,
accounting for 9.6% of total businesses in 2015, compared to 8.5% in 2010. When
comparing the region with other LEPs, SELEP is above average regarding its share of
creative enterprises, ranking 13th of all 37 LEPS. However, growth is below the national
average, suggesting that the SELEP region is failing to maximise its obvious potential given
its proximity and connectivity to London, and risks losing out to other LEPs.

3.2

The talent pool in London continues to move eastward into the Thames Estuary and
towards the coast. As there is limited headroom for growth in London, a mutually
beneficial talent pipeline relationship is a key opportunity for SELEP.

3.3

Sir Peter Bazalgette’s Independent Review of the Creative Industries advised DCMS on
the Sector Deal for CIs. A key recommendation of the report is to support “Creative
Enterprise Zones”.

4.

Barriers to Growth and strategies implemented

4.1

The creative economy is mainly comprised of micro businesses with 9.6% of the business
base accounting for just 3.3% of jobs. 47% of creative workers are self-employed
(compared with 15% across the workforce as a whole). There is clearly scope to support
and grow micro businesses to translate into employment growth in the future. These key
characteristics lead to challenges that need to be addressed to support growth for those
businesses.

4.2

SECEN has identified the following barriers to growth:
 Skills deficit and lack of talent pipeline – SECEN is developing a Talent Accelerator
programme to respond to this risk factor.
 Lack of sector specific business support – SECEN is in negotiation with DCLG to secure
an ERDF business support programme: South East Creative, Cultural and Digital
Support programme (SECCADS).
 Shortage of appropriate workspace: this paper sets out the intended strategy for
addressing this issue.

5.

Towards a South East Creative Economy Workspace Masterplan

5.1

This plan makes the case for appropriate and effective investment in creative open
workspace to support the growth of the creative economy across the SELEP region. The
Plan:
 identifies the principles and opportunities for investing in Creative Open Workspace
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identifies key geographical creative clusters
identifies hard and soft assets to build from
provides a framework for investment
supports our ambition to develop a minimum of three Creative Enterprise Zones
(CEZ) in the SELEP region

6.

Why an Open Workspace Masterplan for the creative economy?

6.1

Availability of affordable and flexible workspace for creative businesses is vital, not just to
provide premises for entrepreneurs in the early stages of their businesses, or to provide
appropriate move on space but because open workspace fosters innovation and
therefore growth. Clustering of similar businesses increases the productivity of any
industry, as knowledge and improvements in techniques and productivity are more likely
to be shared, stimulating innovation.

6.2

Creative industries can lack visibility.
Flagship buildings which bring many
microbusinesses under one umbrella not only support those businesses but tell a story
about the impact of the creative industries on the local economy. They send a clear
signal that creative microbusinesses are welcomed and valued in the region and are
immediate docking stations from which creative businesses can seek out the ecosystem
of complementary businesses, business support and camaraderie they need to survive.
Furthermore, open workspace can lend authority to brands, supporting marketing and
promotion campaigns.

7.

Investment Strategy

7.1

In addition to identifying priority clusters, the action plan will generate the tools to
identify viable and fit for purpose Open Workspace proposals. This will in turn help us to
prioritise open workspaces for investment, building a pipeline of projects ready to be
realised.

8.

Key actions for the South East Creative Economy Network
1. Identify a minimum of three Creative Enterprise Zones
2. Create a pipeline of projects through an investment strategy and toolkit
3. Research and present existing and new options for financial and governance models
4. Develop cultural planning policy that can be adopted by local authorities to support
the inclusion of creative workspace in new developments and the re-purposing of
under-used buildings as creative workspace.
5. Create a SELEP-wide open workspace property portfolio
6. Continue to grow the evidence base

9.

Recommendation:
1. that KMEP approve the attached report and actions (see Appendix A)
2. that KMEP approve SECEN to submit the plan to SELEP for LEP-wide endorsement.
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Appendix A
Draft South East Creative Economy Network
Towards a SELEP Creative Open Workspace Master Plan

Executive Summary
This plan makes the case for investment in creative open workspace to support the growth of the creative economy across the South East Local
Enterprise Partnership (SELEP) region. The Plan:
 identifies the principles and opportunities for investing in Creative Open Workspace
 identifies key geographical creative clusters
 identifies hard and soft assets to build from
 provides a framework for investment
 supports our ambition to develop a minimum of three Creative Enterprise Zones (CEZ) in the SELEP region
Why an Open Workspace Masterplan for the creative economy?
The growth of the creative industries in the SELEP region to date is significant and the South East Creative Economy Network (SECEN) is committed to
ensuring that this growth continues. Availability of affordable and flexible workspace for creative businesses is vital, not just to provide premises for
entrepreneurs in the early stages of their businesses, or to provide appropriate move on space but because open workspace fosters innovation and
therefore growth. Clustering of similar businesses increases the productivity of any industry, as knowledge and improvements in techniques and
productivity are more likely to be shared, stimulating innovation.
Since 2010, the number of creative businesses in the SELEP area has grown by 30.5%. The proportion of creative industries in the total SELEP
business base is growing as well, accounting for 9.6% of total businesses in 2015, compared to 8.5% in 2010. When comparing the region with other
LEPs, SELEP is above average regarding the share of creative enterprises, ranking 13th of all 39 LEPS. However, growth is below the national average,
suggesting that the SELEP region is failing to maximise its obvious potential given its proximity and connectivity to London, and risks losing out to
other LEPs.
The creative economy is mainly comprised of micro businesses with 9.6% of the business base accounting for just 3.3% of jobs. 47% of creative
workers are self-employed (compared with 15% across the workforce as a whole). There is clearly scope to support and grow micro businesses to
translate into employment growth in the future. These key characteristics lead to challenges that need to be addressed to support growth and create
move-on space for those businesses.
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Creative industries can lack visibility. Flagship buildings which bring many microbusinesses under one umbrella not only support those businesses
but tell a story about the impact of the creative industries on the local economy, they send a clear signal that creative microbusinesses are welcomed
and valued in the region and are immediate docking stations for creative businesses to seek out the ecosystem of complementary businesses,
business support and camaraderie they need to survive. Furthermore, open workspace can lend authority to brands, supporting marketing and
promotion campaigns.
The creative economy, like other sectors, has specific requirements. These requirements are often lighter on infrastructure than other sectors with
less need for purpose built buildings or increased demand on over stretched and expensive transport infrastructure. Instead they are likely to have
business critical reliance on digital connectivity Instead they are likely to have business critical reliance on digital connectivity - a robust ultrafast
digital infrastructure is crucial in both attracting businesses to workspace developments and in allowing collectives of freelancers and
microbusinesses to cluster - and any new developments should incorporate this. This need has been identified in the 2017 Bazalgette Review of the
Creative Industries: “To compete and collaborate globally, our Creative Industries must adopt the latest technology and digital infrastructure.
Creative clusters should put themselves forward as testing grounds for ultrafast connections and 5G rollout within national plans. LEPs and local
councils must treat connectivity as a key factor, shaping where businesses choose to locate, and ensure businesses benefit from the most attractive
connectivity offers to support future growth.” Equally the sector will hold out for premises which allow them to prioritise lifestyle factors such as
sustainable transport options and authentic environments, ideally coupled with natural assets such as coast and countryside.
Attracting creative businesses to the SELEP area is to enter a competitive market, with places nationally and internationally vying to capture the UK’s
talent.
Creative workspace works best and generates greatest positive impact on the economy and community when it is affordable; with the right
technology, investing in the long term; is sector-led and provides the potential to raise finance against the security of the capital asset; it enables
smaller companies to share the hosting of people seeking work experience, internships and apprenticeships.
Potential investors in workspace will need to be confident of SELEP’s support and will want to see their sector embedded in economic and planning
strategy leading to access to key assets and low cost finance.
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An Asset Based Approach
Creative Open Workspace thrives where it capitalises on existing assets, both hard assets (such as suitable buildings, favourable planning policies,
talent, Higher Education partnerships and knowledge, existing creative businesses) and soft assets (including talent, appealing environments offering
good work/life balance and networks).
Investment Strategy
In addition to identifying priority clusters, the action plan will generate the tools to identify viable and fit for purpose Open Workspace proposals.
This will in turn help us to prioritise open workspaces for investment, building a pipeline of projects ready to be realised.

Key actions for the South East Creative Economy Network
7. Identify a minimum of three Creative Enterprise Zones
8. Create a pipeline of projects through an investment strategy
and toolkit
9. Research and present existing and new options for financial
and governance models
10. Develop cultural planning policy that can be adopted by local
authorities to support the inclusion of creative workspace in
new developments and the re-purposing of under-used
buildings as creative workspace.
11. Create a SELEP-wide open workspace property portfolio
12. Continue to grow the evidence base
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South East Creative Economy Network
Towards a SELEP Creative Open Workspace Master Plan
1. Introduction
This plan makes the case for investment in creative open workspace to support the growth of the creative economy across the South East Local
Enterprise Partnership (SELEP) region. The Plan:
 identifies the principles and opportunities for investing in Creative Open Workspace
 identifies key geographical creative clusters
 identifies hard and soft assets to build from
 provides a framework for investment
 supports our ambition to develop a minimum of three Creative Enterprise Zones (CEZ) in the SELEP region
In 2014 the South East Creative Economy Network (SECEN) commissioned an impact assessment of the creative industry sector in the South East
Local Enterprise Partnership (SELEP) region. In the context of this report and the work of SECEN the creative industry sector includes creative, digital
and information technology sub sectors (CDIT). The study established that between 2010 and 2015 local entrepreneurs added 3,500 creative
businesses to the business base in the SELEP area, growing the sector by 30.5% to reach a total of 15,000 businesses. Creative industries in SELEP
added just under 9,850 jobs to the labour market between 2009 and 2014 with growth of 25% in employment. Both growth rates are more than
twice the average for the area’s business and employment performance overall.
The Industrial Strategy Green Paper has identified the Creative Industries as one of nine growth sectors. The Creative Industries Federation (CIF), in
its response to the Industrial Strategy Green Paper has created a blueprint for the future success of the creative industries which includes three
specific new proposals. They are:
 Creative Enterprise Zones modelled on the government’s successful Enterprise Zone programme
 A national ‘business booster’ network offering advice on IP, exports and finance for start-ups and small enterprises
 A creative careers campaign to diversify recruitment and counteract misleading and inadequate careers advice
In order for the SELEP to respond effectively to this blueprint and better capture this valuable economic sector, the following SECEN work
programmes mirror the CIF priorities and addresses the key pillars required to ensure the continued growth of the creative sector in the region:
 Creative Open Workspace Masterplan
 South East Creative and Digital Support – sector-specific business development programme for start-up and growth businesses
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 Talent Accelerator –skills development programme
 Thames Estuary Production Corridor
 Cultural Tourism promotion
SECEN’s Prospectus 1 provides the framework for growth: investment in workspace and the potential to develop Creative Enterprise Zones are best
placed where there are already strong existing anchor businesses and micro-clusters in several key locations offering greatest potential for sector
growth. The SELEP is perfectly positioned to attract and grow this sector for the benefit of the South East LEP economy. The prospectus will support
the identification of existing clusters to build on.

3. The Creative Industries: what is the growth potential?
Between 2009 and 2013 exports of services by UK creative industries grew by 34.2% whilst in the same period UK services exports overall grew by
just 20.6%.
Since 2010 growth in the number of creative businesses in the SELEP area (30.5%) was below the national average (34.7%). The share of creative
industries in total SELEP businesses is growing, accounting for 9.6% of total businesses in 2015, compared to 8.5% in 2010. This share is still below
that of England (11.3%) and London (19.2%).

1

SELEP 2014 Towards a National Prospectus for the Creative Economy in the South East
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When comparing the region with other LEPs, SELEP was above average regarding the share of creative enterprises, ranking 13th of all 39 LEPS. To
reach the same share of creative enterprises as London (19.2%), SELEP should increase its number of creative businesses by 15,000 to reach 30,000
creative enterprises.
The Greater London Authority has estimated2 that 30% of London’s creative workplaces will be displaced from the Capital in the next five years. This
displacement presents a significant opportunity for SELEP but this is a highly competitive market and the conditions to attract this highly lucrative
sector of the economy need to be put in place.
Unlike other goods export sectors (in manufacturing for example) creative exports will tend to require less raw material or ‘intermediate inputs’,
allowing the creators of products to capture a higher share of value from sales. The higher value-added relative to turnover that many creative
professionals are capturing in income is the very definition of ‘productivity’.
The growth trajectory of the Creative Industries in the SELEP area to date is significant (see below) and SECEN is committed to ensuring that this
growth continues. The sector is mainly comprised of micro businesses which create low numbers of jobs. With 9.6% of the business base accounting
for just 3.3% of jobs there is clearly scope to support and grow these micro businesses to translate into employment growth in the future. This key
characteristic leads to challenges that need to be addressed to support growth and create move-on space for those businesses with growth
potential.
Below the headline figures lie variations in growth in the various sub-category industries. Nationally, IT, software and computer services has grown
by 40.5%, adding over £10bn in GVA since 2008. IT, software and computer services accounted for 34.5% of GVA produced in the creative sector,
followed by film, TV, video, radio and photography (16.2%) and publishing (15.1%). However, other sub-sectors have seen faster increase in output
from 2010 to 2014: product, graphic and fashion design (67.3%), crafts (64.4%), advertising and marketing (63.7%). This reflects a diversification of
the creative sector with an increasing contribution of industries other than those related to purely ‘digital’ activities.
The high GVA and employment growth rates seen will, at some point come up against space and skills constraints, and Creative businesses will have
to begin to compete with other sectors for commercial space and workers. This strategy aims to act now to mitigate the possibility that lack of
workspace will limit the growth of the creative sector in the SELEP area.
4. What is Creative Open Workspace?

2

GLA (2014) Artists’ workspace study: Report and Recommendations, Mayor of London
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For the purposes of this report we use the generic term “open workspace” (in line with the IPPR report). Open workspace includes incubators,
accelerators, co-working spaces, managed workspace, makerspaces and artists’ studios. Open workspaces have grown as a result of global
workplace changes, with technology making it possible for employees and the self-employed to work from anywhere with a good internet
connection. Most users are microbusinesses and a significant proportion are creative businesses; open workspaces also bring together professionals
working in other sectors, including biotech, business services and the charity sector.
It is important to differentiate between the types of workspace and business models as they all offer slightly different things to meet differing
business needs. Open workspaces have flexible terms of access; tenants may be members or pay-per-day, they do not need to sign a long lease,
which reduces the risk to them of taking on a space. By the same token, a steady flow of multiple users means that risk to the landlord can be kept
low. Some open workspaces also offer more ‘dedicated’ spaces that tenants can move into as they become established and scale up, and which are
sometimes used to cross-subsidise other spaces.
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5. Why is open workspace the preferred model for creative businesses?
Because sharing space and resources also reduces costs, tenants can afford higher-grade workspace, which is both preferred by staff and suitable to
accommodate customers and funders. It also enables businesses to access more expensive equipment – which is especially important for artists and
makers. (London IPPR report established that co-working achieves employment densities of 8sqm per FTE compared to 12sqm for traditional office
space).
 Support and advice
The support on offer varies by provider and workspace type, but may include: training opportunities, mentoring, events and linking users with
funders. Incubators and accelerators commonly offer all these types of service, as their purpose is to act as a supportive environment focused on
growing tenants’ businesses. Open workspaces focused on addressing disadvantage typically provide services such as training opportunities to help
people become self-employed or find employment.
 Peer-to-peer interaction
Even where tenants have dedicated offices, open workspaces have communal areas that are shared between tenants – whether a kitchen, corridor
or office space. Particularly in co-working spaces, shared areas are designed to facilitate serendipitous meetings and collaboration, which may
generate new networks, ideas, collaboration and products.
 Complementarity
Open workspaces ‘curate’ their communities by acting as gatekeepers to the space. In some cases, tenants may be welcomed because of their
similarities; artists that use the same materials for instance, or community organisations and charities with common purpose. Often, however,
providers will also seek a diverse, complementary mix – makers with different skill levels, graphic designers and PR companies – to create mini
ecosystems of skills and interests. The purpose of creating interaction between curated users is to create peer networks that can offer advice and
support, enable innovation through collaboration and knowledge exchange, and to create small supply chains within the space. This model can also
support a range of charges to enable affordable workspace with more established companies committing to longer leases and paying higher rents to
cross subsidize more flexible cheaper spaces.
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6. A Creative Open Workspace programme for the South East LEP
6.1 Unlocking potential
The SELEP region can offer competitive land and property values, buildings ripe for repurposing, coupled with the quality of life offered by its
countryside, coast, leisure and cultural offer.
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The creative industries are geographically dispersed across the region,
and while it is the most economically productive sector (when
creative, digital information technology are taken together) it lacks
visibility which leads to an underestimation of their value, a lack of
understanding about the conditions they need to flourish and
accidental systemic failure to provide those conditions for growth.
Studios and makerspaces sustain the region’s cultural life and creative
economy, and workspaces with a social purpose can also support
communities and help disadvantaged people access employment. The
disposable income the sector generates has positive effects on local
areas, high streets and the competitiveness of other sectors such as
retail, restaurants and high street services.
Flagship buildings and a portfolio of connected workspaces which
bring many microbusinesses under one umbrella not only support
those businesses but tell a story about the impact of the creative
industries on the local economy and in turn signals that they are
welcome in the area. Open workspace can lend authority to brands,
support marketing and promotion campaigns while clustering of
similar businesses will tend to increase the productivity of any
industry, as knowledge and improvements in techniques are more
likely to be shared.
As the economic contributions of not just the Creative Industries, but
the wider creative economy become increasingly well recognised, so
we can begin to understand more clearly that the impacts are also
cross-cutting and have measurable spill over impacts in a number of
areas which can support wider skills and regeneration agenda. SECEN
needs to collate and re-present research that demonstrates the
positive social, educational and health impacts which are not captured
by traditional GVA measures and which highlight the importance from
a ‘place’ perspective.
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Attracting creative businesses to the SELEP area is to enter a
competitive market, with places nationally and internationally vying to
capture the UK’s talent.
Creative workspace works best and generates greatest positive impact
on the economy and community when it is affordable; with the right
technology, investing in the long term; is sector-led and provides the
potential to raise finance against the security of the capital asset; it
enables smaller companies to share the hosting of people seeking
work experience, internships and apprenticeships.
To unlock this potential, property owners, developers, investors, local
authorities and planners need to be aware of the value of enabling the
development of creative workspace. SECEN will work with influencers
and decision makers to grow the understanding and potential of the
sector in order to expedite open workspace development. SECEN will
create the instrument to raise the visibility of the sector by creating a
connected portfolio of workspace that will represent the regions offer.

6.2 Characteristics for success
Typically, historical clustering of Creative Industries will tend to have several key assets which have interacted over time to foster clusters , these may
include:
 A stock of either relatively low cost, or vacant, often post-industrial spaces
 An increasing supply of skills
 Local existing networks of support for creative entrepreneurs
 A strong, or fast-growing visitor economy
 A strong Higher Education and/or Further Education presence
 A willingness from all parties to develop creative workspace
Indicators of future potential success include but are not limited to:
 Strong existing anchor businesses
 Existing micro-clusters
 Local willingness to adopt appropriate planning policy
 Availability of sector-appropriate investment and business support services
 Proactive developer that supports and values the creative sector
 Sector-led development
 Easy access to London
 Proximity to hub for international travel (ports/airports)
 A strong and growing creative community with access to the arts – galleries, cinemas, cultural and social spaces.
 Strong links to Higher Education
 Inbuilt business and marketing support which both attracts and consolidates creative clusters in open workspaces
SECEN is working to ensure that there is a South East Creative Cultural and Digital Support programme (SECCADS) to support and grow creative
businesses in the South East to grow the sector, increase the demand for workspace and grow the skills to create and maintain open workspace.
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An Asset Based Approach
Creative Open Workspace thrives where it capitalises on existing
assets, both hard assets (such as suitable buildings, favourable
planning policies, talent, Higher Education partnerships and
knowledge, existing creative businesses) and soft assets (including
talent, appealing environments offering good work/life balance and
networks).
A thriving creative sector is characterised by a diversity of spaces and
business models. Long term security of tenure creates the opportunity
for workspace providers to raise additional capital to reinvest and
sustain sector growth. To succeed, providers need to be able to
compete within the property market with fast access to low cost
capital. Partnership models with local authorities, housing
associations, Higher Education Institutions and developers are
unlocking options for the sector. The role of creative workspaces in
regeneration of places is well documented: public bodies can continue
to invest in the regeneration trajectory when considering the disposal
of assets to achieve positive community outcomes as well as growing
the creative economy.
If a creative community is to stay fresh it helps to have a relationship
with HE institutions, ideally with programmes in place which allow for
collaboration, nurturing of talent, innovation and blending of theory
and practice.
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Investment Strategy
In addition to identifying priority clusters, the action plan will generate
the tools to identify viable and fit for purpose Open Workspace
proposals. This will in turn help us to prioritise open workspaces for
investment, building a pipeline of projects ready to be realised.

6.3 Opportunities
Higher rents, business rate rises, lease agreements coming up for renewal and the increasing loss of office space to residential use is leading to the
displacement of creative businesses from London. It is predicted that 30% of current studios will disappear in the next 5 years3. Many are looking
outside of London for alternative premises. The proximity of the SELEP area to the London Cluster ideally places it to capture spill over, aided by the
availability and affordability of premises relative to London. The Thames Estuary Production Corridor concept being promoted by the GLA and supported
by SECEN will create the opportunity to link the whole of the SELEP region into London, offering considerable market advantage.
The various local authorities represented on SECEN have identified particular empty buildings which are available and public spaces ready for disposal
and are considering or planning to develop open workspace. They are also aware of and trying to respond to demand alongside making themselves
attractive to inward investment ie increasing demand. This demand is coming from individuals, businesses and workspace suppliers seeking premises.
The demand is sometimes a vague ambition and sometimes a clearly developed proposal. SECEN needs to be able to provide the conditions to support
third party ambitions and develop vehicles to initiate developments ourselves.
The Industrial Strategy Green Paper suggested that there was an opportunity to seek a ‘sector deal’. The Creative Industries Federation have proposed
Creative Enterprise Zones to be incorporated into the strategy. SECEN will work to ensure that SELEP is ready to maximise these opportunities when
they present themselves.

3

GLA Artist Workspace Study 2014
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SECEN Open Workspace Action Plan
No.

Action

1

Identify a minimum of three potential Creative Enterprise
Zones

1.1

Undertake sector mapping to identify creative industry
clusters. An analysis for each priority cluster should include:
•
Sub sector
•
Supply and demand
•
Diversification - not just of facilities but diversification
of skills/sectors/barriers – who are we not attracting
because we are not giving them the right
opportunities?

1.2

Identify and test the viability of the location for Creative
Enterprise Zones (CEZ):
Viability to be measured by: strong existing anchor businesses
and micro-clusters; willingness to adopt appropriate planning
policy and provide appropriate investment.

2

Create pipeline of projects through an investment strategy
and toolkit

2.1

Following completion of sector mapping, identify and
prioritise gaps in provision and opportunities in key clusters /
CEZ’s.
Develop criteria to recognise robust opportunities and guide
investment
Develop a tool kit to health check proposals: what’s the

2.2
2.3
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Lead Partner and Timescale
supporting partners

Resource
requirements
and possible sources

No.

2.4
2.5
3
3.1

3.2
3.3
3.4
3.5
3.6

4.

5
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Action
motivation? Is it a long term investment? Prioritise support to
organisations that have a track record of delivering (ideally
locally) and assist them to become sustainable; is the business
support and advice available?
Use tool kit to support organisations to develop their ideas so
that they are investment ready.
Establish a pipeline of investment-ready projects
Research and present existing and new options for financial
and governance models
Identify the opportunities across SELEP to establish
investment vehicle(s) and/or models of ownership including
partnerships and property holding trusts.
Make the case for use of assets/property transfer for
buildings in public ownership
Create an open workspace investment fund
Provision of tailored business planning to make investment
ready
Support Creative United proposal for a UK-wide studio
stabilisation fund
Provide clear signposting to financial tools (grants and loans)
to buy property and bring to bear influence on systems for
awarding funding to ensure they are fit for open workspace
projects
Develop cultural planning policy that can be adopted by local
authorities to support the inclusion of creative workspace in
new developments and the re-purposing of under-used
buildings as creative workspace.
Create a SELEP-wide open workspace property portfolio

Lead Partner and Timescale
supporting partners

Resource
requirements
and possible sources

No.

Action

5.1

Undertake marketing and promotion with inward investment
colleagues (Invest Essex/Locate East Sussex/Locate in
Kent/Lets do Business) to attract existing businesses to
relocate to the SELEP area) to attract existing businesses to
relocate to the SELEP area
Identify and promote property available to be developed as
open workspace that meet published criteria
Raise awareness that we are looking for empty properties
with agents, Locate agencies, local authority property and
asset disposal departments
Encourage ‘meanwhile’ (temporary) open workspaces prior to
development, to test the concept and viability of workspace,
and to maintain activity in the area during redevelopment
Work with existing workspace providers to turn unused
spaces into open workspaces
Work with developers to unlock the potential within new
developments to provide sector-appropriate work and
live/work spaces
Encourage open workspace providers to consistently measure
the same outcomes.
Develop series of case studies to demonstrate the impact
Continue to grow the evidence base

5.2
5.3

5.4

5.5
5.6

5.7
5.8
6
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Lead Partner and Timescale
supporting partners

Resource
requirements
and possible sources

Appendix 1
Potential Funding Sources
Growing Places Fund (GPF) – capital loan up to £2m per bid - £7.8m pot.
Bid to go in September/October. Possible to do a SELEP wide bid? With 30% leverage. – so rather than avoid specific ideas, have a fund to distribute.
£1.5m is the suitable level of ambition.
Core SELEP budget – some withheld for revenue funding to support the working groups to match ACE?
ERDF bid to deliver business planning development
Charity banks
RGF recycled through Kent and Medway Business Fund for Kent. The repayments are coming back in and they recently launched to offer interest free
loans. Investment advisory board. £50k - £500k
http://www.thecreativesociety.co.uk
Scheme Enabling Fund - The fund is an East Sussex County Council one-off capital fund designed to:
1. help finance feasibility studies and business case development to support schemes that are not viable without public support, to enable them to
apply for public funding (e.g. Local Growth Fund);
2. unlock stalled employment and housing sites that have site-specific reasons for remaining undeveloped with loan or equity share finance.
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Appendix 2: Mapping the journey: Developing Workspaces
Starting point

Vague Ambition owned by third party

Shaping
idea

an Pipeline
Projects
that
fit Outcome
investment criteria and are ready
for funding
Political will
Business Plan developed
Investment secured

Emergent: Many smaller emerging organisations are looking for
support and signposting to opportunities which will allow them to
set up in new spaces and become capable of accessing funds and
purchasing their own buildings. They are looking for access to skills,
new partnerships, guidance and initial funding to help them
maximise opportunities quickly when they arise.
Clear Ambition owned by third party

Bespoke
business
planning
support

Stabilisation: Midscale providers are seeking skills, knowledge and
the ability to strengthen business and financial models to enable
growth. This predominantly involves finding the right company
structure, defining aims and accessing funding to help stabilise and
lay solid foundations for their futures
Existing building – with local authority holding the ambition

Bespoke
business
planning
support

Political will

Clarify
ambitions

Established: Often larger providers predominantly looking for ‘fast
access to cheap capital’ to enable them to compete with Test
the
commercial developers when buying property, alongside market
undertaking high level partnerships and influencing public policy to
ensure the right growth environment.
Find someone
to own the
idea
Develop
business plan
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Governance solutions explored Building acquired
and agreed
New workspace created
Governance set up
Re-purposed building
Existing businesses move
into the area
Local businesses grow
Increase in employment
Neighbourhood
regeneration
Sustain cultural capital
Address disadvantage by
supporting
community
organisations and offering
work
and
training
opportunities
to
local
people

A partnership between the business community and local government
& a federated arm of the South East Local Enterprise Partnership

ITEM 7
Date:

26 March 2018

Subject:

Local Growth Fund Rounds 1, 2 and 3: Delivery Progress Report

Report authors:

Lee Burchill, LGF Programme Manager, Kent County Council
Helen Dyer, Project Officer (LGF projects), Medway Council

Summary
This report provides an update on the progress in delivering Kent and Medway’s Local Growth
Fund (LGF) programme.
The Board is recommended to:
 Note the update on LGF project scheme delivery

1.

Introduction

1.1

£187 million has been allocated from the Local Growth Fund (LGF) round 1, 2 and 3 to
capital projects – primarily transport schemes - in Kent and Medway.

2

Kent and Medway’s forecast LGF spend in 2017/18

2.1

The 2017/18 grant offer letter from central government confirms the grant amount to be
paid and the provisional LGF allocation for the current financial year (2017/18).

2.2

The spend forecast as reported and agreed by the South East LEP (SELEP) Accountability
Board in April 2017, has been set at £31.785m for Kent and £12.296m for Medway. This is
the benchmark for which delivery and spend will be monitored against for the 2017/18
financial year and will be adjusted based on reporting to the quarterly SELEP Programme
Consideration meetings.

3

Spend Profile for 2017/18

3.1

Total Kent County Council (KCC) LGF Budget for 2017/18 = £31.785m (Agreed at SELEP
Accountability Board on 26th May 2017).

3.2

Total KCC LGF Forecast Spend for 2017/18 = £20.913m (based on costs up to the end of
February 2018)
 2017/18 Q1 Actual Spend = £3.541m
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 2017/18 Q2 Actual Spend = £2.684m
 2017/18 Q3 Actual Spend = £4.494m
 2017/18 Q4 Predicted Spend = £10.194m
3.3

Total Medway LGF Budget for 2017/18 = £12.296m (Agreed at SELEP Accountability
Board on 26th May 2017)

3.4

Total Medway LGF Forecast Spend for 2017/18 = £4.749m (based on costs up to the end
of February 2018).

3.5

The current variance (£10.875m) in the predicted spend for 2017/18 across the KCC
programme when compared to the SELEP profile from May 2017 is largely down to the
re-profiling of funds into later years for schemes that have been unable to obtain
approval of a business case from SELEP Accountability Board in this financial year. This is
because of the requirement for LGF schemes to obtain business case approval from the
SELEP Accountability Board before funds can be released and spent by the Local Authority
or third parties who are delivering the schemes.

3.6

The 2017/18 allocations for the following schemes has now been reallocated into future
years to align with revised programmes:
 Fort Halstead (£1.53m)
 Thanet Parkway (£4m)
 Dartford Town Centre Transformation (£0.2m)
 A2 off-slip at Wincheap, Canterbury (£0.354m)
 Leigh Flood Storage Area & East Peckham (£0.091m).

3.7

A proportion of the 2017/18 allocation for the following existing schemes has also been
re-profiled into later years, following delays in delivery (with the exception of Ashford
Spurs):
 Innovation Investment Fund (£1.5m)
 Tunbridge Wells Junction Improvements Phase 2 (£0.589m)
 Maidstone Integrated transport Package (£1.15m)
 Ashford International Rail Connectivity - Ashford Spurs (£2.77m real underspend)

3.8

SELEP have outlined five options that are available to the federated areas to deal with
underspend in this financial year (2017/18):
Option 1 - Bringing forward of planned future year LGF spend on schemes in the
2017/18 LGF Programme
Option 2 - Bringing forward of 2018/19 LGF schemes to spend in 2017/18
Option 3 - Transfer of LGF spend on schemes between partner authorities
Option 4 - Re-profiling of spend between LGF projects and Wider Capital Programme
projects within the Local Authority
Option 5 - Hold of LGF by SELEP between 2017/18 and 2018/19

3.9
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As with previous years, the preferred option for both Kent and Medway will be to
continue to identify schemes that can be accelerated to help with wider programme
underspend (Option 1 and 2). For the remaining underspend, each local authority will re-

profile as much spend as possible through a wider capital programme swap (Option 4).
Any projects with an allocation in 2017/18 that have not yet received approval by SELEP
Accountability Board will have the funds held by SELEP and carried forward to the next
financial year (Option 5).
3.10 The chart below highlights a revised profile of spend for the remaining years of the KCC
programme which was presented to SELEP at the Accountability Board meeting on 16
March 2018. The original profile of spend was high in 2017/18 and 2018/19 and lower in
the last two years of the programme, with only £5.45m in 2020/21. In the most recent
profile, there is a far more balanced profile of spend in the last 3 years of the programme
and although there is an additional risk of a higher spend in the final year, there is less
pressure in the next year (2018/19).
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20.91

22.26

26.75

19.70
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31.785

32.490000

19.91

5.450000

4

Updated SELEP LGF Spend Forecast by Upper Tier Authority in 2017/18 (£m)

4.1

The table overleaf illustrates the updated spend forecasts by upper tier authority and
takes account of the forecast slippage and acceleration of LGF projects in 2017/18 as
presented to the SELEP Accountability Board meeting on 16 March 2018.
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5

Business case development

5.1

Project funding is only secured following the completion of a full project Business Case,
its appraisal by the Local Enterprise Partnership’s (LEP) Independent Technical Evaluator
(ITE) (currently Steer Davies Gleave) and approval by SELEP Accountability Board.

5.2

Across Kent and Medway, approval of a business case is required for a number of
schemes programmed to spend LGF allocation in 2017/18 and 2018/19. Appendix B
presents the likely forward plan of business case submissions and approval by the SELEP
Accountability Board.

5.3

SELEP has introduced a deadline of 16 November 2018 for those LGF projects where
there is an indicative LGF allocation to a project, but a business case has not yet come
forward for funding award and there is a risk to the spend of the LGF allocation within
the Growth Deal period (to 31 March 2021).

5.4

The following Kent and Medway projects are subject to this deadline and will therefore
require a business case to be submitted before 16 November 2018, to allow a decision at
the SELEP Accountability Board on 15 February 2019:







Fort Halstead (£1.53m)
Thanet Parkway (£4m)
Leigh Flood Storage Area (£4.636m)
A2 Off-Slip at Wincheap (£4.4m)
Maidstone Integrated Transport Package (£4.9m)*
Rochester Airport (phase 2) (£3.7m)

* It should be noted that previous business case submissions have been put forward to
SELEP for this project to the value of £4m. However, a decision will be needed on how the
remaining £4.9m will come forward for approval to SELEP.
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5.5

The following schemes are currently exempt from this deadline based on the fact that
previous business cases have already been approved annually since 2015/16:
 Kent Sustainable Interventions Programme
 Kent Strategic Congestion Management Programme

5.6

Approval of the full Business Case for the A289 Four Elms Roundabout is still required.

6

Scheme delivery

6.1

A Red, Amber, Green (RAG) spreadsheet (shown in Appendix D and E) provides an
overview of progress in delivering all the LGF capital projects in Kent and Medway.
For the KCC programme:
 12 are Green (business case approved, funding fully secured and delivery on target).
 10 are Amber (funding not yet secured; or scheme delay or funding issue which can
be mitigated);
 4 are Red (funding not yet secured and significant cost or delivery issues).
 1 is not profiled to spend until later in the programme.
 6 are completed
 1 has been removed
For the Medway programme:
 6 are Green (business case approved, funding fully secured and delivery on target)
 1 is Amber (funding not yet secured; or scheme delay or funding issue which can be
mitigated)
 1 is not profiled to spend until later in the programme.

7

Recommendations

7.1

The Board is recommended to:
 Note the update on LGF project scheme delivery

8

Appendices:

Appendix A: Business Case Update from last SELEP Accountability Board (February 18)
Appendix B: Forward Plan of Business Case submissions
Appendix C: Details of projects highlighted red in the RAG rating
Appendix D: RAG spreadsheet (Kent County Council schemes)
Appendix E: RAG spreadsheet (Medway Council schemes)
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Business Case Update from last SELEP Accountability Board meeting in February 2018 – Appendix A
SELEP Accountability
Board meeting date

Scheme

Description

Decision

Kent Sustainable
Interventions
Programme (18/19)

Programme of smaller
sustainable transport
intervention schemes to
compliment larger Local
Growth Fund schemes.

Approval was given for the further allocation of £0.5m LGF to the Kent
Sustainable Interventions Programme 2018/19 to support the projects
identified in the business case and which has been assessed as achieving
high value for money with low to medium certainty of achieving this.

Kent Strategic
Congestion
Management
Programme (18/19)

Programme to identify
and deliver congestion
improvement schemes on
the road network in Kent.

23 February 2018

16 March 2018
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A289 Four Elms to
Medway Tunnel –
revised OBC

Highway capacity
improvements to provide
journey time savings and
reduced congestion.

Strood Civic Centre –
flood mitigation
measures

Improvements to flood
defences to enable
development of the site.

Approval was given for the further allocation of £1m LGF to the Kent
Strategic Congestion Management Programme 2018/19 to support the
delivery of the Project identified in the Business Case and which has been
assessed as achieving borderline high value for money, but with a low to
medium certainty of achieving this.
Approval was given for:
1.The change of Project of scope from a road bypass scheme to junction
improvements. The revised Project has been assessed as presenting high
value for money with high certainty of value for money
being achieved.
2. To Approve spend of up to £3.5m Local Growth Fund (LGF) on the
development of the Project in advance of the full Business Case being
approved by the Board.
3. To Note the intention to develop a Full Project Business Case to be
considered by the Board for the remaining £7.6m LGF allocation to the
Project.
Approval was given for £3.5m Local Growth Fund to support the delivery of
the Project identified in the Business Case and which has been assessed as
presenting high value for money with high certainty of achieving this.

SELEP Accountability Board Forward Plan – Appendix B
Outline
business case
submission
dates

SELEP
Accountability
Board meeting
date

9 February 2018

27 April 2018

30 March 2018
29 July 2018

15 June 2018
14 September
2018

7 September
2018

16 November
2018

16 November
2018

15 February
2019
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Scheme

Description

SELEP ask

Maidstone Integrated
Package of transport improvements
Approval for further funding from the
Transport (Phase 2)
(Coldharbour/M20 Junction 5 scheme)
£8.9m LGF allocation
Dartford Town Centre
Programme of work aimed at improving the
Approval for £4.3m LGF allocation (£0.2m
Transformation
economic performance of Dartford town centre originally profiled to be spent in 2017/18)
Currently no business cases from Kent & Medway scheduled to be presented at this meeting.
Approval for £4.636m LGF allocation
Scheme to reduce the risk of flooding to
Leigh Flood Storage
(£0.091m originally profiled to be spent in
vulnerable communities in the catchment
2017/18).
Scheme to deliver an off-slip in the coastbound
Approval for £4.4m LGF allocation
direction of the A2, to improve accessibility to
A2 Off-Slip at Wincheap
(£0.354m originally profiled to be spent in
Canterbury Town Centre, retail + residential
2017/18)
area.
Thanet Parkway
New Railway Station
Approval for £10m LGF allocation
Approval for £1.53m LGF allocation
Mixed use development of houses, business
Fort Halstead
(entire sum originally profiled to be spent
park, hotel and village centre.
in 2017/18).
Maidstone Integrated
Package of transport improvements in
Approval for further funding from the
Transport (Phase 3)
Maidstone
£8.9m LGF allocation
Kent Sustainable
Programme of smaller sustainable transport
Approval for further funding from the
Interventions
intervention schemes to compliment larger
£3m LGF allocation
Programme (19/20)
Local Growth Fund schemes.
Kent Strategic
Programme to identify and deliver congestion
Congestion Management
Approval for further funding from the
improvement schemes on the road network in
Programme (19/20)
£4.8m LGF allocation
Kent.

Appendix C
Details of projects highlighted red in the RAG rating
Scheme
Fort Halstead

Description
Mixed use development of houses,
business park, hotel and village
centre.

Budget
32.03m
(£1.53m LGF,
£30.05m match
funding)

RAG Rating

Progress:
- In February 2017, the Local Growth Fund allocated provisional funding of £1.53m to
the delivery of the Fort Halstead project, a mixed-use development of houses,
business park, hotel and village centre.
- The aim is to enable the allocated funding to be used innovatively to enable
additional jobs and growth through new business space and supporting
infrastructure. The allocation of these funds is subject to confirmation of the full
business case.
- SDC and KCC held a Gate 0 review meeting with the SELEP ITE in May 2017 to gauge
what further work was required to update the existing Outline Business case into a
Full business case for submission.
- The original bid submission as part of the Growth deal profiled a spend of £1.53m in
the 2017/18 financial year.
Issue:
- There has been a change in ownership earlier in 2017 of the long leasehold interest
in the site from Deutsche Bank to the Merseyside Pension Fund (MPF).
- There has been a reprogramming of the Defence Science & Technology Laboratory
(DSTL) relocation from Fort Halstead to Porton Down to December 2020.
- MPF are continuing to review their future strategy for this key employment led
redevelopment site and, as part of that work, Sevenoaks District Council are
continuing discussions with them.
- Given the current tenants may not leave the site until 2020, the delivery of a scheme
and spend of the LGF allocation before March 2021 is unlikely.
Mitigation:
- The planned expenditure of funding for the acquisition of employment land at Fort
Halstead for 2017/18 is proposed to be deferred into later years of the LGF
Programme.
- Further dialogue is therefore required between SDC and MPF to identify whether a
scheme can come forward in a later financial year.
- If a scheme at Fort Halstead is unlikely to be progressed, then SDC will investigate
other alternatives for the LGF allocation including whether the Swanley Town Centre
scheme that was unsuccessful, but ranked high in the LGF round 3 priority list could
be delivered with this funding allocation.
- Approval from KMEP and SELEP to re-allocate this funding to another scheme will be
required and a business case will need to be submitted before 7 th September 2018 to
demonstrate deliverability.
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Scheme
Thanet Parkway

Description
New railway station to the west
of the Cliffsend village, Thanet

Budget
£21.48m (£10m LGF,
£2.65m KCC, £8.77m
funding required)

RAG Rating

Progress:
- Network Rail gave Approval in Principle (AiP) of the scheme in August 2017, completing GRIP
Stage 3.
- Substantial work carried out to date on TA, EIA and planning documents with planning submission
scheduled for spring 2018.
- Business case submitted to ITE and Gate 2 review carried out.
- Highway outline design is now complete following Stage 1 Road Safety Audit
Issue:
- The Project has a total estimated cost of £21.4m. Alongside the £10m LGF allocation, there is a
Kent County Council (KCC) capital contribution of £2.65m,
- This scheme originally profiled to spend £4m from the LGF allocation in 2017/18 and £6m in
2018/19.
- The project is not yet in a position to draw down this LGF allocation owing to a funding gap of
£8.8m and need to identify a solution to overcome this.
- KCC made a bid to the New Stations Fund 2 (run by Network Rail and the Department for
Transport (DfT)) in November 2016 for the remainder of the funding but it was announced in July
2017 that the bid had been unsuccessful.
Mitigation:
- DfT are supportive of the Project and noting that the financially positive business case has
suggested that KCC should attract commercial, private sector, investment. The fortuitous timing
of the new South-Eastern Franchise procurement means that it is an ideal time to undertake
discussions with the three prospective bidders to seek a contribution towards the Project.
- These discussions are ongoing and subject to confidentiality agreements due to the commercial
sensitivity of the franchise bidding process. Consequently, no further comments can be made.
- However, even if the winning bidder agrees to contribute towards the station, KCC would not
know the outcome of the franchising process until late 2018 (award is expected in November
2018) before the commencement of the new franchise on 1st April 2019.
- Therefore, alongside discussions with the franchise bidders, KCC is considering alternative
methods of funding the remaining cost of project. This includes investment in the car park at the
new station (with its income servicing a loan).
- Network Rail has an interest in securing private sector investment in the railway as one of DfT’s
priorities for the network. Consequently, it is also looking at potential third parties who would be
interested in investment in the railway network. These discussions have identified one potential
investor. Another third-party investor has also expressed an interest and discussions are being
pursued simultaneously. The use of developer contributions is also under consideration.
- Another possibility is to utilise underspend from other LGF schemes, recognising that the Project
is a priority not only for KCC but is shown in the Strategic Economic Plan (SEP) as a priority in the
area to support investment and remove congestion from the roads. Insufficient underspend has
been identified by the Kent and Medway Economic Partnership to date to bridge the funding gap,
but this position is being kept under review.
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Scheme
Maidstone
Integrated
Transport

Description
Package of junction improvements to
reduce congestion and support Local
Housing Growth, Maidstone

Budget
£11.85m (£8.9m
LGF, £2.95m
S106 match
funding)

RAG Rating

Progress:
- KCC have approval to spend up to £1.3m of the £8.9m total LGF allocation (Phase 1)
following business case approval to progress two schemes at either end of Willington
Street in Maidstone.
- A public engagement event was held on 1st December 2017.
- Design work has been carried out on an enlarged scheme at the junction of
Willington Street and Sutton Road which was presented to Maidstone JTB on 17 th
January 2018.
Issue:
- This scheme has a £8.9m LGF allocation (originally profiled to spend £1.3m in
2017/18 and £3m in 2018/19).
- The project is not yet in a position to draw down additional LGF allocation until a
further phase 2 business case is presented and approved by the SELEP Accountability
Board.
- The Willington Street/Sutton Road Junction improvements scheme has been delayed
and there is a high risk that it may not proceed to implementation following the Joint
Transport Board Meeting on 17th January 2018 and therefore limited spend is
possible in the 2017/18 financial year.
- There is also a risk that if the scheme is not taken forward that the costs to date will
be abortive and therefore become a revenue cost that cannot be claimed from the
SELEP allocation. This will also add to the wider programme LGF underspend in the
2017/18 financial year.
Mitigation:
- A business case for Phase 2 of the Maidstone Integrated Package (including a
scheme at A20 Coldharbour and forward design for future years) was submitted on 9
February 2018 to SELEPs Independent Technical Evaluator, to enable a decision at
the SELEP Accountability Board Meeting on 27 April 2018.
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Scheme
A28 Chart Road

Description
Carriageway dualling, junction
improvements & NR bridge
widening.

Budget
£32.77m (£10.2m LGF,
£22.57m S106 match
funding)

RAG Rating

Progress:
- On the 12 February 2016 SELEP Accountability Board approved the award of £10.2m Local Growth
Fund (LGF) to the A28 Chart Road project.
- The scheme is linked to the Chilmington Green development and the two must progress together.
This is stated in the Ashford BC local plan.
- KCC has reported Project spend of £0.885m LGF in 2015/16 and £0.984m LGF in 2016/17 (which
was accelerated to help with wider programme underspend).
- The SELEP Accountability Board has approved a budget of £1.131m in 2017/18 and SELEP holds a
provisional further allocation to the Project of £7.200m subject to Government funds.
- All objections to the CPO were removed prior to the Public Inquiry, which resulted in the Inspector
cancelling the Public Inquiry the day before it was due to commence.
- Land agreements are in place with all but two of the land owners and discussions continue to
resolve these but as the CPO was confirmed at the beginning of February, notices to Treat and
Enter have been issued to provide a fixed access date.
- The contractor is continuing with completion of the outstanding design information and KCC are
currently on hold to award the Stage 2 construction contract.
Issue:
- The agreed funding arrangement with the Chilmington Green developer is that KCC forward fund
their contribution to the project which is paid back over a ten-year period.
- To safeguard KCC of any risk of non-payment and to recover interest charges, the agreement
included a provision for the developer to provide a security bond prior to awarding the
construction contract.
- The 6-week security bond notice was issued to Hodson on 14 December 2017, requiring the bond
to be provided by 26 January 2018. The bond is still outstanding and vegetation clearance works
began on 15th February 2018, before the start of the bird nesting season.
- KCC is unable to progress the project and award the construction contract until the security bond is
provided, which is delaying the project.
- There is also a risk that if the scheme is not taken forward that the costs to date will be abortive
and therefore become a revenue cost that cannot be claimed from the SELEP allocation. This will
also add to the wider programme LGF underspend in later financial years.
Mitigation:
- Discussions are ongoing with the developer as to the funding package. An option being explored is
delaying the scheme until Hodson provide the bond at the build out rate of 400 homes, but this is
likely to be outside the timescales of the LGF spend requirement (March 2021). It will also require
the re-procurement of the contractor and therefore the cost of the scheme will increase.
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Appendix D – Kent Schemes

Scheme

Description
(Delivered by
KCC unless
stated)

Sche
me
delive
ry by

Budget

LGF Spend (millions)
(to 2 decimal places)

Status

RAG
Status

Target
outcome

Comments

Key Events for Next Period

Discussions are continuing with
Ashford BC and Hodson to find a
solution to the funding issue.
Vegetation clearance is being carried
out to enable works to progress
should the funding be resolved. Land
agreements in place with all but two
of the land owners and discussions
continuing to resolve these but as the
CPO was confirmed at the beginning of
February, notices to Treat and Enter
have been issued to provide a fixed
access date. Contractor continuing
with completion of outstanding design
information. Update provided for JTB
on 13 March.

Resolve the bond issues with
Hodson and Ashford
Borough Council to allow
construction phase to
proceed. Complete
outstanding design and
issue to Jackson.

Jobs = 250
Homes =
600

Awaiting confirmation of the changes
to the developer’s master planning.
Consultation Report and proposed
design modifications published.

Receive Traffic Modelling
updates. Confirm strategy
for delivery of EIA and
Planning application
following the end of the
Term Contract with Amey.

Jobs = 250
Homes =
720

Local Growth Fund Round 1 Schemes

A28 Chart
Road,
Ashford

Sturry Link
Road,
Canterbury

Carriageway
dualling,
junction
improvements
& NR bridge
widening.
Start of works
planned for
Spring 2018
with 18
month
construction
period.
New link road
connecting
A28 Sturry
Road to A291
Sturry Hill requires a
crossing of
both railway
& river. Start
of works
planned for
Spring 2019
with 18
month
construction.

15/16 LGF spend = £0.89
£32.77m
19/20

Made up of:
£10.2m LGF
£22.57m
match

16/17 LGF spend = £0.98
17/18 LGF spend profile
= £1.13

DETAILED DESIGN
(Business Case
Approved)

Profiled to spend in
2018/19 = £1.29



15/16 LGF spend = £0
£29.60m
20/21

Made up of:
£5.90m LGF
£23.70m
match

16/17 LGF spend = £0.40
17/18 LGF spend profile
= £0.43
Profiled to spend in
2018/19 = £1.00

DETAILED DESIGN
(Business Case
Approved)
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15/16 LGF spend = £0.02
A28 Sturry
Road
Integrated
Transport
Package,
Canterbury

£0.7m
Extension of
in-bound bus
lane.

17/18

Made up of:
£0.3m LGF
£0.4m match

16/17 LGF spend = £0.01
17/18 LGF spend profile
= £0.27 (likely to require
re-profiling)

DETAILED DESIGN
(Business Case
Approved)

Scheme progressing but with a
possible start date of 8 April 2018.
Communications plan currently being
developed, and diversion route
planning being undertaken. Trees
removed in February 2018.

Progress communications
plan and pre-start meeting
with contractor.

Jobs = 50
Homes =
100

Temporary Mast Installed on 2nd
February and there is now a long stop
date agreed for the removal of the
original mast, which is week ending
the 6th of April. EA confirmed receipt
of the amended FRAP on the
02/02/18.
Revised planning application has been
logged and registered as
DOV15/01290/A this includes the
minor amendments to road geometry.

Progress FRAP with
Southern Water,
Determination of Planning
Application.
Communications Plan to be
completed and progress on
the EQIA.

Jobs = 150
Homes =
150



Profiled to spend in
2018/19 = £0

Middle
Deal
transport
improvements,
Dover

New road
between
Albert Road &
Church Lane,
Deal. Scheme
being
prepared &
delivered by
developer.
(Delivery by
Quinn
Estates)

15/16 LGF spend = £0
£1.55m
17/18

Made up of:
£0.8m LGF
£0.75m
match

16/17 LGF spend = £0.8
17/18 LGF spend profile
= Match funding only
Profiled to spend in
2018/19 = Match
funding only

15/16 LGF spend = £0

Maidstone
Integrated
Transport

Package of
transport
improvements
. Works to
start in
2016/17.

£11.85m
16/17 LGF spend = £0.27
16/17
to
19/20

Made up of:
£8.9m LGF
£2.95m
match

CONSTRUCTION
(Business Case
Approved)

17/18 LGF spend profile
= £1.00
Profiled to spend in
2018/19 = £2.49

VARIOUS STAGES
OF DELIVERY
(Business Case
approved for
phase 1, further
approvals
required for
remaining
allocation)



1) M20 J5/Coldharbour R/bout - New
commission to be raised for the
development of the outline design.
Initial discussions with the land owner
have been positive, however, there is
an overage on the land and
discussions are required with the NHS
to progress further. Business case has
been submitted to the ITE and the
gate 1 review has been received and
additional work will be carried out to
move to the next stage. This business
case includes an element of forward
design for the other junctions in the
MITP.
2) A274 Sutton Road j/w Willington
Street – Scheme continues to be on
hold.
3) A20 London Road j/w Willington
Street – Contract commissioned to



1) M20 J5/Coldharbour
R/bout – Business case to be
submitted to SELEP
following Gate 1 and 2
reviews.
2) A274 Sutton Road j/w
Willington Street – Further
discussions to be held with
KCC Cabinet Member on
how to progress scheme.
3) A20 London Road j/w
Willington Street – Progress
Design
5) Hermitage Lane j/w St
Andrews Road – Progress
Design
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Jobs = 1820
Homes =
1725

Sittingbourne Town
Centre
Regeneration
(developer
delivered),
Swale

Re-alignment
of St.
Michaels' Rd
& public
realm
improvements
adjacent to
rail station.
(Delivery by
Spirit of
Sittingbourne
)

15/16 LGF spend = £0.34
£4.7m
17/18

Made up of:
£2.5m LGF
£2.2m match

16/17 LGF spend = £2.16
17/18 LGF spend profile
= Match funding only
Profiled to spend in
2018/19 = Match
funding only

CONSTRUCTION
(Business Case
Approved)

progress the re-design for this junction
improvement. Due to commence in
April 2018 for 6 months.
4) M20 Junction 5 – On hold at this
stage until the Coldharbour scheme is
delivered.
5) Hermitage Lane j/w St Andrews
Road - Contract commissioned to
progress the re-design of this junction
improvement. Due to commence in
April for 6 months.
6) Wheatsheaf/Cripple
Street/Boughton Lane - Commission
provided and Task Proposal received.
7) Armstrong Road/Sheals Crescent –
As above.
Following a detailed tender process
the project has identified a specialist
civils contractor Erith, for the S278
works. Erith have been retained on the
project prior to entering into a formal
build contract with them in order to
satisfy the complicated programming,
sequencing and management of the
scheme including the management of
utility companies works. All utility
companies have been engaged and
paid in full for design works and
diversion works ahead of starting on
site. The funding agreement for site 6
is in agreed form ready for signature.
All the pre-commencement conditions
for Site 6 have been submitted to the
LPA. The remediation works required
on Site 6 have completed ahead of
starting on site.



6) Wheatsheaf/Cripple
Street/Boughton Lane Meeting to be held with KCC
Cabinet Member to discuss
the scheme proposals
7) Armstrong Road/Sheals
Crescent – As above.

Phase 1 highways works
complete (inc West Street,
St Michaels Road), except
for final surface dressing,
lining on completion of
other phased works and
approval of lighting columns
in West Street.
Phase 2 highways works
expected to start 9th of April
2018. Awaiting confirmation
of Road Space booking with
KCC Street works.
Milton Road crossing, Site 6
Bellmouth access and S278
agreement planned for
completion end of March
2018.
SBC/NWR land swap
completions scheduled for
May 2018.
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Jobs = 560
Homes =
214
& training
facilities

Tunbridge
Wells
Junction
Improvem
ents
(Phase 2 A26 Cycle
Route)

West Kent
LSTF

Kent
Thameside
LSTF

Junction
improvement
& A264
junction
changes. Start
of works for
phase 1
planned for
January 2016.
Phase 2
construction
planned for
2018

A package of
measures to
support travel
by sustainable
means. Start
of works
planned for
2015/16.

A package of
measures to
support travel
by sustainable
means. Start

15/16 LGF spend = £0.60
16/17 LGF spend = £0.19
15/16
to
18/19

£1.8m LGF

17/18 LGF spend profile
= £0.04
Profiled to spend in
2018/19 = £0.97

15/16
to
20/21

15/16
to
20/21

Total across
6 years £9.06m
Made up of:
£4.9m LGF
£4.16m
match

DELIVERED PHASE 1
DETAILED
DESIGN- PHASE 2
(Business Case
Approved for full
allocation)

15/16 LGF spend = £0.8
16/17 LGF spend = £1.31
17/18 LGF spend profile
= £0.79

VARIOUS STAGES
OF DELIVERY
(Business Case
Approved)

Profiled to spend in
2018/19 = £0.70

Total across
6 years £7.65m

15/16 LGF spend = £2.05

Made up of:

17/18 LGF spend profile

16/17 LGF spend = £0.48

VARIOUS STAGES
OF DELIVERY
(Business Case
Approved)

Phase 1 consultation and detailed
design complete.
Issues with condition of carriageway to
resolve before progressing further.
Consultation on Phase 3 started.

Condition survey and
estimate of carriageway
repairs to be undertaken
and then assess what can be
progressed.

Tunbridge Wells Public Realm phase 2
A revised design has been provided
with a lane available for buses to use
which will feed into design and build
contract.
Maidstone East station – contract
signed with Contractor, but new
programme only just released and
needs reviewing to allow maximum
spend of LGF in 18/19.
Tonbridge Station Interchange – A
report was taken to the JTB on 12th
March to cover the results of the
public consultation on scheme
options. Work continuing in order for
construction to begin in the Summer
2018 following a decision on how to
proceed.
Swanley Station – Designs updated
and Southeastern are to engage with
pre-consultation as per Sevenoaks DC
advice. Still waiting for confirmation
from SDC that CIL funding will be
given, decision due in May 2018.
Barrack Row Bus Hub – A land
purchase price has now been agreed.
An approved contract has been passed
from NR to KCC. Consultation
documents are being prepared in

Tunbridge Wells Public
Realm phase 2
Decision required on who
will take forward the
detailed design.







Jobs = 105
Homes = 85

Maidstone East station
Begin programme of design
works.
Tonbridge Station
Interchange
Final sign off on which
scheme to proceed with.
Detailed Design.

Jobs = 345
Homes =
393

Swanley Station
CIL funding decision.

Barrack Row Bus Hub –
Negotiations are in progress.
NR and KCC are working
towards a land completion
for the end of the financial
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Jobs = 843
Homes =
657

£4.5m LGF
£3.15m
match

of works
planned for
2015/16.

= £0.57

preparation to consult on scheme in
Sept/Oct following completion of the
land purchase. KCC Public Transport
team have advised on their
requirements for future designs.
Princes Rd cycle route - A site visit was
completed to assess minor design
revisions together with land/parking
issues and these will be dealt with
through a revised TRO. The
consultation is set for 30th April to
10th June in order to re-consult with
members, residents and stakeholders.
Construction is now planned for late
summer/autumn 2018.

Profiled to spend in
2018/19 = £0.49

year.
Princes Rd cycle route Consultation to open 30th
April - 9th June.
Burnham Rd Toucan JTB approved report,
construction to take place in
the summer holidays.
Gravesend Station to
Cyclopark cycle route – N/A.

Burnham Rd Toucan - The
consultation has now closed and a
decision has been made to continue
with the scheme with a change from a
Toucan to Puffin crossing in the new
proposed location. DBC are
investigating alternative possible
solutions to improve the link between
NCR1 and will look for funding to
implement. Construction is
programmed for August 2018. A
consultation report was presented and
approved at the JTB on 6th March
2018.

Kent
Strategic
Congestion
Management
programme

Package of
congestion
management
initiatives.
Start of works
planned for
2015/16.

15/16 LGF spend = £0.86
15/16
to
20/21

Total across
6 years £4.8m LGF

16/17 LGF spend = £0.69
17/18 LGF spend profile
= £0.52

VARIOUS STAGES
OF DELIVERY
(Annual
supplementary
Business Cases
are required to
secure future

Gravesend Station to Cyclopark cycle
route –GBC confirmed that all works
will be completed by the end of March
18.
2015/16 schemes completed (HMC
Technology Refresh - Database/CCTV
& VMS)

2016/17 schemes completed (A292

The 2018/19 business case
approved in February 2018
at SELEP Accountability
Board includes the following
schemes:

Mace Lane/ Wellesley Road, &
Somerset Road/ Canterbury Road
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Jobs = 1903
Homes =
2230

Profiled to spend in
2018/19 = £0.85

years' funding)

junction improvements in Ashford).



C-ITS Scheme

2017/18 schemes completed (Barton
Hill Drive temporary improvement)



Wateringbury

2017/18 schemes in progress



A229 Bluebell Hill CITS Scheme
Contract 1 professional services
awarded with the next contract for
works currently being evaluated with
end date of April 2018.
Sites identified for trialling new
technology on Bluebell Hill with
physical works likely to start Autumn
2018.

Kent
Sustainable
Interventions
programme

15/16 LGF spend = £0.14
Package of
smaller
transport
interventions.
Start of works
planned for
2015/16.

15/16
to
20/21

Total across
6 years £3m LGF
(£0.5m
annually)

16/17 LGF spend = £0.41
17/18 LGF spend profile
= £0.48
Profiled to spend in
2018/19 = £0.61

Dartford Network Improvements
The junction improvements at Princes
Road are complete, there are smaller
lining works and HMC technical works
ongoing. KCC is currently engaging
further with Highways England to
develop joint strategies which both
agencies can deploy to mitigate
congestion on the local road network
when tunnel closures / issues are on
the A282/M25.
2015/16 schemes completed
(Sittingbourne TC & Dartford cycle
routes & South Street, Deal).
VARIOUS STAGES
OF DELIVERY
(Annual
supplementary
Business Cases
are required to
secure future
years' funding)

Crossroads
Tunbridge Wells ITS
Implementation


Elwick Road / A2042



Microprocessor
Optimised Vehicle
Actuation (MOVA)
Implementation



Dover TAP / ITS
Assessment

2016/17 schemes completed
(Folkestone Town Centre - Schools to
Harbour Cycle links, Tonbridge Angels
to Rail Station cycle improvements &
Thames Greenway Cycle path).

2016/17 schemes in
progress
1 - Folkestone to
Dymchurch Cycle
improvements - continue to
work with all interested
parties on project with a
view to construct what can
be done by March 2018.

2016/17 schemes in progress
1 - Folkestone to Dymchurch Cycle
improvements - Phase 1 complete.
Phase 2 zebra crossing is complete.

2 - Highfield Lane/Kingsford
Street, Mersham, Ashford Scheme to be delivered by
HE.
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Jobs = 1335
Homes =
1440

Phase 3. Further agreement from
Hythe Town Council required to
construct over their land for part of
the cycle network - ongoing
discussions. Discussions ongoing with
all interested parties to find out what
can be achieved and agree an
alternative route for some parts.
2 - Highfield Lane/Kingsford Street,
Mersham, Ashford - Designs complete
3 - A21 NMU via Pembury Road,
Tunbridge Wells - Site nearing
completion
2017/18 schemes in progress
1 - Morehall Schools Cluster to
Seafront, Folkestone - Contractor
started on site in February 2018.
2 - Morants Court Roundabout,
Polhill, Sevenoaks - Delay to start of
construction due to weather and
available works permit as other
utilities working in the area.
3 - Kent Spa & Castle Ride cycle
improvements across Tonbridge,
Tunbridge Wells & Sevenoaks – Initial
investigations complete. Additional
work to engage with landowners to
see if they are interested in
cooperating.

Kent Rights
of Way
improvem
ent plan

Package of
ROWIP
measures.
Start of works

15/16 LGF spend = £0.19
15/16
to
20/21

Total across
6 years £0.3m LGF

16/17 LGF spend = £0.06
17/18 LGF spend profile

VARIOUS STAGES
OF DELIVERY
(Business Case
Approved)

2015/16 schemes completed
(Loose Greenway)

2016/17 schemes in progress
Powder Mills scheme – (Leigh to

3 - A21 NMU via Pembury
Road, Tunbridge Wells Phase 1 - continue with
construction. Phase 2
unknown at present.
2017/18 schemes in
progress
1 - Morehall Schools Cluster
to Seafront, Folkestone –
Continue with construction
2 - Morants Court
Roundabout, Polhill,
Sevenoaks – Begin
construction of scheme.
3 - Kent Spa & Castle Ride
cycle improvements across
Tonbridge, Tunbridge Wells
& Sevenoaks – Complete
commission.
The 2018/19 business case
approved in February 2018
at SELEP Accountability
Board includes the following
schemes:
 Sloe Lane – Cycle path
upgrade
 A228 Holborough –
Proposed Puffin
Crossing
 A2070 Barrey Road –
Junction Improvements
Powder Mills - Clarify works
schedule with neighbouring
landowners and commence
groundworks.
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Jobs = 140
Homes =
N/A

planned for
2015/16.

= £0.15

Tonbridge) - Approved quotation from
contractor for delivering works
(£169,183.03). Contractor has also
provided a programme timetable for
delivering the works, estimated at 55
days (depending on weather and
ground conditions). Prior to starting
the work, attempts have been made
to update nearby residents on
scheme.

Profiled to spend in
2018/19 = £0.20

15/16 LGF spend = £0
Innovation
Investment
Fund
(Growth
Hub
Capital)

16/17 LGF spend = £0.39
Loan support
programme.

15/16
to
20/21

Total £6m
(£1m
annually)

17/18 LGF spend profile
= £1.11
Profiled to spend in
2018/19 = £1.88

PHASE 6
APPLICATIONS TO
BE LAUNCHED AT
THE END OF
NOVEMBER 2017
(Business Case
approved)

Finberry to Ashford scheme – –Works
started on 15th January 2018 as
planned. There have been issues
caused by the weather and additional
costs have been incurred to cover an
increase in sub base material to
overcome these issues. Works are on
target and are due to be completed by
the end of March 2018..
• Phase 1 agreed at I3 Approval Board
and accepted by applicants to a value
of £388,500 with private leverage of
£418,500.
• Phase 2 complete with £700,000 of
loans agreed and defrayed in full.
• Phase 3 complete with £450,000 of
loans agreed, although only £200,000
has been defrayed to applicants to
date. The remaining £250,000
completed in February 2018 and will
be defrayed once KCC receives the
signed paperwork.
• Phase 4 complete, with 3 companies
completing a full application and 1
company (Betteshanger Sustainable
Parks Limited - £902,500) being
approved on the condition that further
queries are met. A valuation has now
been received and a completion in
March is scheduled, although this LGF
spend is at risk if the allocation is not



Finberry to Ashford –
Complete construction of
scheme.

Bettshanger is still on target
for completion in March and
therefore the I3 team are
still hopeful that the funds
will be released by end of
March 2018 if Legal can
complete the transfer forms.
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A226
London
Rd/B255 St
Clements
Way,
Dartford

Junction
improvements
. Start of
works
planned for
Spring 2019
for 12
months.

15/16 LGF spend = £0

19/20

£6.9m

16/17 LGF spend = £0.73

Made up of:
£4.2m LGF
£2.7m match

17/18 LGF spend profile
= £1.00

CONSTRUCTION
(Business Case
approved)

Profiled to spend in
2018/19 = £1.95

Allocation for 2017/18
onwards
Thanet
Parkway,
Thanet

New rail
station.

19/20

Project cost
under
review
(£10m LGF)

17/18 LGF spend profile
= £0.00
Awaiting Business Case
Approval

GRIP STAGE 3
(Business Case
submitted to ITE
for review)

defrayed by the end of the financial
year. Resort Margate (£682,000) is
now not likely to complete this
financial year.
• Phase 5 complete with 2 of the
submissions proving successful (£500k
HEM Clinical Ultrasound and £375k
West Design). Both applications are
now going through the legal
formalities and are scheduled to
complete in March although this LGF
spend is also at risk if the allocation is
not defrayed by the end of the
financial year.
• Phase 6 has now closed to applicants
with four companies being taken
forward with a total loan value of
£1.3m. Only Bulgaro (£350k) and Task
Masters (£100k) approved at this
stage.
Main construction works are now
underway and are progressing to
programme. Utility diversion works
have started. Additional site
investigations have identified
reduction in planned utility diversions
that should provide a saving in both
cost and possibly programme. Sod
Cutting ceremony held on 1 February.
KCC PAG recommendation to
commence GRIP 4 work was received.
Instruction has been given to Invicta
Law to proceed with the Asset
Protection Agreement with Network
Rail, and a brief has been written up in
draft for Tactical Procurement to
procure support in the GRIP 4 contract
tendering process. Further discussion
has been held with the three rail
franchise bidders, as well as two other
3rd party investors. Feedback has
been given on some of the terms



Construction works
continuing. Newsletter due
to be issued in April to
provide project update and
share the completed
landscape plans

Jobs = 2395
Homes =
890



Planning application work
continuing. Tactical
Procurement will be asked
to source specialist railway
consultancy support to run
the GRIP 4 procurement
process. Asset Protection
Agreement with Network
Rail will start. Further
discussions with prospective
investors will happen
regarding completing the
funding package for the

Jobs = 2100
Homes =
800
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proposed for the land agreement.
Planning application work on track for
April submission, although some
concern with the proposed new
substation - it may require planning
permission but there is no indication
in the work done to date about where
it might go as discussions with UKPN
have not commenced.

SELEP
Coastal
Communities

Housing-led
economic
regeneration
in Cliftonville
West/Margat
e Central
(Delivery by
Thanet DC)

Allocation for 2017/18
onwards
£1.529m
20/21

Made up of:
£0.666m LGF
£0.863m
match

17/18 LGF spend profile
= £0.155
Profiled to spend in
2018/19 = £0.51
(estimate from third
party - not transferred
from KCC)

DETAILED DESIGN
(Business Case
approved)

A final draft of the funding agreement
is still to be agreed by Thanet DC
before it can be signed by both
parties. Ethelbert Crescent tender
papers were issued on 8th December
2017 onto the Kent Business Portal
with the returns currently being
reviewed.



station. Heads of terms for
land purchase expected to
be received in draft format.
Network Rail expected to
return their quotes for GRIP
4/5 and then 6 - 8 to see if it
would be more cost
effective/straightforward to
commission them and to
provide a comparison for
the KCC direct procurement
route.

Start construction on
Ethelbert Crescent and
finalise legal agreement to
allow drawdown of possible
£65k of costs estimated as
being spent across both
schemes so far in 17/18.

Jobs = TBC
Homes =
TBC

Invoice for remaining LGF
fund drawdown by end of
2017/18 year end.

Jobs = 1685
Homes =
500 &
Enables
broader
Western
Docks
Revival
scheme

Local Growth Fund Round 2 Schemes
15/16 LGF spend = £0

Dover
Western
Dock
Revival

Package of
highway
improvements
. (Delivery by
Dover
Harbour
Board)

16/17 LGF spend = £4.73
15/16
to
19/20

£5m LGF

17/18 LGF spend profile
= £0.09

CONSTRUCTION
(Business Case
approved)

A20 works are complete and piling
work has begun on the marina pier.
Dover Western Dock Revival January
2018 update



Profiled to spend in
2018/19 = match
funding only
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15/16 LGF spend = £0
Ashford
International Rail
Connectivity
(Ashford
Spurs)

Folkestone
Seafront
(developer
delivered)

M20
Junction
10A (now
a full
junction to
be
delivered
by
Highways
England)

Signalling
upgrade to
maintain
international
rail services at
Ashford
(Delivery by
Network Rail)
Construction
of platform &
sea defences
to facilitate
development
of Folkestone
Seafront.
(Delivery by
Folkestone
Harbour
Board)

New
Motorway
Junction in
Ashford
(Delivery by
Highways
England)

£10.5m
16/17
to
18/19

Made up of:
£0.7m
partner
funding; £5m
LGF2
£4.8m LGF3

16/17 LGF spend = £0.17
17/18 LGF spend profile
= £5.84 (estimate from
third party - not
transferred from KCC)

GRIP STAGE 6
(Business Case
approved)

Platform gauging works on
platform 3 were completed
in mid-February; key target
for next period is
completion of platform
gauging works on platform
4, which are currently
proceeding on time and
within budget.

Jobs = 1000
Homes =
350 & Retain
International Rail
Services

Good progress and scheme on target
for opening at Easter 2018.
Two items outstanding – 1. End of
canopy needs curved glass. 2. Lift –
whether this can be easily installed.
Access is available, although disabled
access currently from South side of
harbour.

Completion of works on site
and readiness for official
opening Easter 2018.

Jobs = 450
Homes =
1000 &
Regenerates
seafront &
town centre

Discharge requirements shared with
KCC and responses sent. Offline works
commenced. Design departure
consulted with KCC.

Main construction to
commence.

Jobs = 900
Homes =
1700

Gate 2 review and
submission of Business Case
to Accountability Board

Jobs = 1811
Homes =
2341

Successful trial operation of new
Eurostar Class e320 through both
tracks of Ashford Spurs and both
platforms 3 & 4. This was undertaken
overnight on 16/17 February and
passed the gauge clearance testing
requirement for the new trains.



Profiled to spend in
2018/19 = £1.92
15/16 LGF spend = £0

17/18

£22.11m

16/17 LGF spend = £1.97

Made up of:
£5m LGF
£17.11m
match

17/18 LGF spend profile
= £3.03

£104.4m

19/20

Made up of:
£19.7m LGF
£16m match
£68.7m
Highways
England

CONSTRUCTION
(Business Case
approved)

Profiled to spend in
2018/19 = match
funding only



Allocation for 2017/18
onwards
17/18 LGF spend profile
= £8.30

DETAILED DESIGN
(Business Case
approved)



Profiled to spend in
2018/19 = £11.40

Local Growth Fund Round 3 Schemes
Dartford
Town
Centre
Transform
ation

Part of a
wider
programme of
work aimed at
improving the
economic
performance

£12m
21/22

Made up of:
£4.3m LGF
£7.7m match

Allocation for 2017/18
onwards
17/18 LGF spend profile
= £0.00 (re-profiled)

FEASIBILITY
(Business Case
being prepared)



Business case submitted for Stage 1
review

Awaiting Business Case
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Fort
Halstead,
Sevenoaks

A2500
Lower
Road
Improvem
ents, Isle of
Sheppey

Kent &
Medway
Engineering,
Design,
Growth &
Enterprise
(EDGE)
Hub

of Dartford
town centre
through
public sector
funding of
transport/pub
lic realm
improvements
.
(Delivery by
Dartford BC)
Mixed use
development
of houses,
business park,
hotel & village
centre.
(Delivery by
Sevenoaks
BC)
Scheme to
realign &
improve the
capacity of
A2500 Lower
Road/ Barton
Hill Junction.

Scheme to
construct &
equip the
Kent &
Medway
EDGE Hub.
(Delivery by
Canterbury
Christ Church
University)

Approval

£32.03m
21/22

Made up of:
£1.530m LGF
£30.5m
match

£1.805m

18/19

Made up of:
£1.265m LGF
£0.54m
match

Allocation for 2017/18
onwards
17/18 LGF spend profile
= £0.00 (re-profiled)

FEASIBILITY
(Business Case
being prepared)

Awaiting Business Case
Approval

Sevenoaks DC have been in
discussions with the new site owners
regarding their intentions for the site.
It appears that the current tenants are
not likely to leave until 2020/2021
making the delivery and spend on a
scheme before March 2021 even more
unlikely.



Allocation for 2017/18
onwards
17/18 LGF spend profile
= £0.59

DETAILED DESIGN
(Business Case
Approved)

Tenders for Phase 1 and Phase 2

Detail design of Phase 2
received.
progressing.

Profiled to spend in
2018/19 = £0.58

£21m
19/20

Made up of:
£6.12m LGF
£14.88m
match

Allocation for 2017/18
onwards
17/18 LGF spend profile
= £1.62 (estimate to be
agreed with third party)
Profiled to spend in
2018/19 = £2.00

CONSTRUCTION
(Business Case
Approved)

Both the SELEP and HEFCE Funding has
been approved and enabling works
including trenching is now complete.
A revised spend profile has been
supplied by CCCU which is currently
being reviewed by KCC and once
approved can be paid following the
sealing of the grant agreement by
both parties. CCCU have drafted the
EqIA which will be ready for KCC to
review in March and they have placed
their Industry Engagement Lead who
has been in post since January 2018.



KCC and SDC to work
together to see whether a
scheme at Fort Halstead is
still feasible.

Jobs = 1100
Homes =
450

Assess Tender submission
and determine preferred
bidder. Detailed design for
phase 2 progressing.
Steering group meeting
scheduled. Progress s106
agreements.

Jobs = 1500
Homes =
892

Maximise the drawdown of
LGF funds with invoicing in
17/18.

Jobs = 398
Homes = 0
Learners =
1250
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Leigh Flood
Storage
Area &
East
Peckham unlocking
growth

Scheme to
reduce the
risk of
flooding in the
catchment.
(Delivery by
Environment
Agency)

Scheme to
deliver an A2
off-slip in the
coastbound
A2 off-slip
direction,
at
creating a full
Wincheap,
movements
Canterbury
junction to
improve
accessibility to
Canterbury.
(Delivery by
Pentland
Homes)
ADDITIONAL SCHEMES

Open Golf
Champions
hip 2020

Transport
Improvement
s at Sandwich
Station
(Delivery by
Network Rail)

£24.691m

22/23

Made up of:
£4.636m LGF
£20.055m
match

Allocation for 2017/18
onwards
17/18 LGF spend profile
= £0.00 (re-profiled)

FEASIBILITY
(Business Case
being prepared)

20/21

18/19

Made up of:
£4.4m LGF
£5.655m
match

£4.299m
Made up of:
£1.026m LGF
£0.250m KCC
£0.100m
East Kent DC
1.419m R&A
£1.505 DfT
(to be
presented to
SELEP AB on
22/09/17)

Finalise funding agreement
between interested parties,
EA to confirm a revised
spend profile for Leigh now
that KCC has answered their
points on terms of the grant.

Jobs = 70
Homes =
850

Positive discussions with HE regarding
modelling and revised design.
Discussions underway with
Developers.

Continue discussions with
developers.

Jobs = 1685
Homes =
1150

Range of telecoms, meetings and
written correspondence to continue to
test and explore options and funding
models.

Agree Option, resolve
funding contributions and
contract with Network Rail
after KCC receives written
commitments from all other
partners.

Jobs = TBC
Homes =
TBC



Awaiting Business Case
Approval

£10.055m

Funding Agreement between KCC, EA
and Tonbridge & Malling progressed
and the business case (Based on the
EA Outline BC) is being drafted for
each individual scheme. The
timescales for delivery and spend are a
risk given that the EA have suggested
that construction is likely to be in
2020/21. The East Peckham element is
currently being revisited and a new
timetable will follow, because of the
most recent funding gap that has been
identified.

Allocation for 2017/18
onwards
17/18 LGF spend profile
= £0.00 (re-profiled)

FEASIBILITY
(Business Case
being prepared)



Awaiting Business Case
Approval

Allocation for 2018/19
onwards

FEASIBILITY
(Business Case
Approved)

Not
profiled to
spend
in
17/18
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SCHEMES COMPLETED OR REMOVED
Folkestone
Seafront
Resurfacing Phase
1, Shepway

Resurfacing Phase
1

Folkestone
Seafront
Resurfacin
g Phase 2

Resurfacing of
Tontine Street (in
conjunction with
S106 works).

£0.36m
Made up of:
£0.21m LGF £0.15m
S106

Scheme Delivered – 2015/16

Maidstone
Gyratory
Bypass,
Maidstone

A229 Gyratory
Bypass,
Fairmeadow.

£5.74m
Made up of:
£4.6m LGF £1.14m
match

Scheme Delivered – December 2016

Jobs = 1250
Homes = 2000

M20
Junction 4
Eastern
Overbridge

Widening of
existing motorway
overbridge.

£5.69m
Made up of:
£2.2m LGF £3.49m
match

Scheme Delivered – February 2017

Jobs = 745
Homes = 1695

Tonbridge
Town
Centre
Regeneration

Tonbridge High
Street and adjacent
transport
improvements.

£2.65m
Made up of:
£2.4m LGF £0.25m
match

Scheme Delivered (Phase 1 completed - High Street improvements June 2016
Phase 2 completed - River Walk improvements April 2017 / Hadlow Road/Cannon Lane jct improvements
completed September 2016)

Jobs = 366
Homes = 1000

Maidstone
sustainable
access to
employment areas

New River Medway
Pathway between
Aylesford &
Allington Lock.

£3m
Made up of:
£2m LGF £1m match

Scheme Delivered (Main works complete - May 2017).

Jobs = 350
Homes = 475

Rathmore
Road Link,
Gravesend

New 2-way link
road between
Stone Street &
Darnley Road

Scheme Delivered in January 2018 (Opening ceremony held on Friday 19th January 2018)

Jobs = 215
Homes = 390

Westenhanger
Lorry Park

£0.29 LGF

£9.5m
Made up of:
£4.2m LGF
£5.3m match

Scheme Delivered

Removed from programme following approval by KMEP & AB
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Methodology

Green (business case approved, funding fully secured and delivery on target).
Amber (funding not yet secured; or scheme delay or funding issue which can be mitigated);
Red (funding not yet secured and significant cost or delivery issues).

Key for spreadsheets: The arrows denote the direction of travel.





denotes significant improvement/progress in scheme delivery
denotes a similar position as reported at the last KMEP meeting
denotes scheme delivery experiencing a delay
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Appendix E – Medway Schemes

Scheme

Description

Scheme
Delivery By

Budget and LGF spend

Status

RAG
Status

Comments

Key Events for Next
Period

Target
outcomes

Local Growth Fund round 1 schemes
BUDGET
Revised budget =
£11.564m
Made up of:
- £11.1m LGF
- £0.464m match funding

A289 Four
Elms
roundabout
to Medway
Tunnel

Highway
capacity
improvements
to provide
journey time
savings and
reduced
congestion.

LGF SPEND
End of
2020/21

15/16 LGF spend =
£0.298m
16/17 LGF spend =
£0.402m
Profiled to spend in
2017/18
= £0.442m

OUTLINE
DESIGN
(Outline
Business
Case
Approved)

↓

A revised Business Case was
required as a result of the reduced
S106 contributions impacting on the
original budget as a result of revised
timescales for development at Lodge
Hill. The revised Business Case was
considered by SELEP Accountability
Board on 23rd February 2018 and
approval was given for the release of
the initial £3.5m of the LGF allocation.
A Full Business Case will be brought
forward for consideration once there is
greater certainty on the construction
costs of the revised scheme option.

The consultant will be
appointed to deliver
RIBA stages 3 and 4.
Work will begin on RIBA
stage 3 in Q1 2018/19.
Work will begin on
amending the planning
application as required
to address the changes
to the scheme
proposals.

Work is underway to procure a
consultant to deliver RIBA stages 3
and 4.

Profiled to spend in
2018/19 = £2.059
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Jobs =
7688
Homes =
4433

BUDGET
Total budget = £10.27m

Strood town
centre

Journey time
and
accessibility
enhancement
s to the town
centre
including
changes to
the highway
and improved
public realm.

Made up of:
- £9.0m LGF
- £1.27m match funding
LGF SPEND
End of
2018/19

15/16 LGF spend =
£0.2m

DETAILED
DESIGN
(Business
Case
Approved)

→

Work commenced on-site on 19th
February. Phase 1 of the works
focusses on public realm
improvements at Commercial Road
car park.
The new Strood train station building
opened to the public in December
2017.

16/17 LGF spend =
£1.772m
Profiled to spend in
2017/18 = £0.792m

Work will continue to
finalise the technical
design (RIBA stage 4)
for the remaining phases
of the project.
Discussions will
continue with the
contractor and the
Traffic Management
team to finalise the
construction
programme.

Jobs =
360-450
Homes =
600-815

Profiled to spend in
2018/19 = £6.236m
BUDGET
Total budget = £4.9m

Chatham
town centre
placemaking and
public
realm
package

Improving the
link between
Chatham
railway station
and Chatham
town centre
and waterfront
area and
provision of a
new civic
space.

Made up of:
- £4.0m LGF
- £0.9m match funding
LGF SPEND
Early
2018/19

15/16 LGF spend =
£0.870m
16/17 LGF spend =
£0.945m
Profiled to spend in
2017/18 = £0.914m

CONSTRUCTION
(Business
Case
Approved)

Work is progressing well on the route
improvements between the train
station and the town centre.

→

Network Rail has been granted
planning consent for the proposed
forecourt improvement works at
Chatham train station. Network Rail is
currently reviewing procurement and
delivery options for these works.

Construction work on
the route improvements
will continue.
Engagement with
Network Rail regarding
the forecourt
improvement works at
Chatham train station
will continue. It is
anticipated that work will
commence onsite at
Chatham station in Q1
2018/19.

Profiled to spend in
2018/19 = £1.271m
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Jobs =
6271
Homes =
3682

BUDGET
Total budget = £2.8m

Medway
Cycling
Action Plan

A range of
measures
designed to
improve
access to
cycling in the
Medway area
and improve
upon and
expand
existing cycle
facilities.

Made up of:
- £2.5m LGF
- £0.3m match funding
1st phase in
2015/16,
then
annually
until early
2018/19.

LGF SPEND
15/16 LGF spend =
£0.228m

CONSTRUCTION
(Business
Case
Approved)

→

16/17 LGF spend =
£1.15m
Profiled to spend in
2017/18 = £0.985m

Work has continued on site to deliver
the majority of the proposed cycle
route improvements, including
Gillingham Business Park, Riverside
Country Park, Lordswood Lane, A289
between The Strand and Owens Way
and Beechings Way phase 2.
The project programme has been
extended with work now expected to
be complete in early 2018/19. This
extension has become necessary due
to an extended consultation period
being required for the final route due
to be constructed.

Jobs =
390

Work will continue on
site to deliver the
remaining cycle route
improvements.

Homes =
261

Profiled to spend in
2018/19 = £0.137m
BUDGET
Total budget = £2.094m

Medway
City Estate
connectivity
improvement
measures

An integrated
package of
infrastructure
measures
aimed at
addressing
the existing
barriers to
movement to
and from and
within the
Medway City
Estate.

Early
interventions
starting in
2015/16
with second
part of the
project by
end of
2019/20.

Made up of:
- £2m LGF
- £0.094m match funding
LGF SPEND
15/16 LGF spend =
£0.3m
16/17 LGF spend =
£0.181m
Profiled to spend in
2017/18 = £0.034m

PHASE 1 –
COMPLETE
PHASE 2 –
DEVELOPMENT OF
SUSTAINABLE
TRANSPORT
INTERVENTIONS
(Business
Case
Approved)

→

Phase 1 works, which focus on
improving egress from Medway City
Estate are now complete. The new
traffic signals are operational and
indications are that there has been an
improvement in journey times for
vehicles leaving Medway City Estate
during the evening peak.
Discussions have continued regarding
the content of phase 2 of the project,
with further development work to be
undertaken in Q1 of 2018/19.

The impact the phase 1
works have had on the
flow of traffic leaving
Medway City Estate will
continue to be
monitored.
Proposals for phase 2 of
the project, which will
focus on improving
connectivity to the site
for sustainable modes of
travel, will be developed
during Q1 and Q2 of
2018/19.

Profiled to spend in
2018/19 = £0.463m
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Jobs =
390

Non-transport schemes - LGF rounds 2 and 3

Rochester
Airport phase 1

Introduction of
a Technology
Park at
Rochester
Airport.
Phase 1 of the
project
involves
improvements
to airport
infrastructure
and removal
of the second
runway works which
are required
to facilitate the
development
of the
Technology
Park.

The amendment to the original
planning application, removing the
paved runway and control tower, was
presented to planning committee on
15th March 2017. The application
was granted consent. No successful
challenge has been made against this
decision.

BUDGET
Total budget = £4.4m
Made up of:
- £4.4m LGF
- £0.0m match funding –
phase1 only
LGF SPEND
2019/20

15/16 LGF spend =
£0.0m
16/17 LGF spend =
£0.179m
Profiled to spend in
2017/18 = £0.243m
Profiled to spend in
2018/19 = £3.588m

OUTLINE
DESIGN
(Business
Case
approved)

→

Rochester Airport Ltd and their
consultants have submitted the
second planning application along
with the required Environmental
Impact Assessment (EIA) for the
runway works and new control tower
to both Medway Council and
Tonbridge and Malling Borough
Council. Both LPA's have identified
omissions in the planning application
and EIA which need to be addressed
before the application can be
determined. In addition a number of
concerns in relation to the application
were raised by third parties.
Rochester Airport Ltd and their
consultants are currently working to
provide the required information and
to address the concerns raised.

It is anticipated that the
second planning
application will be
determined by Medway
Council in autumn 2018.
The application will also
be determined by
Tonbridge and Malling
Borough Council.
Once the revised
planning application and
EIA have been
submitted work will
commence on the
procurement documents
for all proposed outputs.
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Jobs = 37

BUDGET
Total budget = £48.67m

Rochester
Airport phase 2

Introduction of
a Technology
Park at
Rochester
Airport.
Phase 2 of the
project
involves
infrastructure
works to
enable the
development
of the
Technology
Park.

Made up of:
- £3.7m LGF
- £44.97m match funding
LGF SPEND
2020/21

15/16 LGF spend =
£0.0m

BUSINESS
CASE NOT
YET
APPROVED

16/17 LGF spend =
£0.0m
Profiled to spend in
2017/18 = £0.0m

It is anticipated that work will
commence on this project in 2018/19,
following receipt of Accountability
Board approval of the Business Case.
Submission of the Business Case is
dependent upon Medway Council
granting planning consent for the
enabling works which form phase 1 of
the project.

Jobs =
1544



Profiled to spend in
2018/19 = £0.520m
BUDGET

Civic
Centre site,
Strood flood
mitigation
measures

Improvements
to flood
defences at
the former
Civic Centre
site to enable
the
development
of the site.
The former
Civic Centre is
a prime
development
site offering
views across
the river to
Rochester
Castle and
Cathedral.

Total budget = £36.3m
Made up of:
- £3.5m LGF
- £32.8m match funding
LGF SPEND
2018/19

15/16 LGF spend =
£0.0m
16/17 LGF spend =
£0.0m
Profiled to spend in
2017/18 = £1.338m

CONSTRUCTION
(Business
Case
approved)

The Business Case was approved at
the Accountability Board meeting on
16 March 2018.



Jobs =
610

Construction work on
the flood defences will
begin.

Homes =
325

Profiled to spend in
2018/19 = £2.162m
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Appendix F – RAG summary
Summary of Kent RAG rating
January 17
March 17

May 17

July 17

Sept 17

Nov 17

Jan 18

March 18

0 red

0 red

0 red

0 red

2 red

2 red

3 red

4 red

13 amber
8 green

12 amber
9 green

18 amber
9 green

1 is not required to
spend until later in
the programme; 1
removed and 6
complete

1 is not required to
spend until later in
the programme; 1
removed and 6
complete

26

34

1 is not required
to spend until
later in the
programme; 1
removed and 5
complete
34

14 amber
11 green
1 is not required
to spend until
later in the
programme; 1
removed and 5
complete
34

10 amber
12 green

11 not required
to spend until a
later year; 1
removed and 1
complete

16 amber
9 green
1 is not required
to spend until
later in the
programme; 1
removed and 5
complete
34

10 amber
13 green

3 not required
to spend until
later years; 1
removed and 1
complete

20 amber
11 green
1 is not required
to spend until
later in the
programme; 1
removed and 1
complete
34

34

34

May 17

July 17

Sept 17

Nov 17

Jan 18

March 18

Summary of Medway RAG rating
January 17
March 17
0 red

0 red

0 red

0 red

0 red

0 red

0 red

0 red

1 amber
5 green

1 amber
5 green

1 amber
5 green

2 amber
4 green

2 amber
4 green

2 amber
4 green

2 amber
4 green

1 amber
6 green

2 not required to
spend until later

2 not required to
spend until later

2 not required to
spend until later

1 not required to
spend until later

8

8

8

8

N/A
6

2 not required
to spend until
later
8

2 not required to
spend until later
8

2 not required
to spend until
later
8
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A partnership between the business community and local government
& a federated arm of the South East Local Enterprise Partnership

ITEM 8
Date:

26 March 2018

Subject:

Governance and Transparency of LEPs

Report author:

Sarah Nurden, KMEP Strategic Programme Manager

Summary
This report explains the rationale for the government’s increasing scrutiny of Local Enterprise
Partnerships. Following the publication of new national guidance and reports, SELEP and KMEP
must review and update their terms of reference and governance policies.
The Board is recommended to:
 Note the content of the report
 Approve the revised KMEP terms of reference which can be found in Appendix G
 Acknowledge that Board Members are asked by Government to act in
accordance with Nolan’s principles of public life
 Immediately complete an up-to-date Register of Interest if they have not yet
done so.

1.

Introduction

1.1

This report explains the rationale for the government’s increasing scrutiny of Local
Enterprise Partnerships’ (LEPs) governance and transparency, before turning to the policy
amendments required locally to ensure compliance.

2.

Public Accounts Committee & Mary Ney Review (2016-2017)

2.1

In July 2016, the Parliamentary Public Accounts Committee convened to examine the role
of LEPs following concerns raised in the House of Commons about LEP governance and
transparency.

2.2

The Committee’s main recommendation was the DCLG4 ‘should enforce the existing
standards of transparency, governance and scrutiny before allocating funding to LEPs.

4

DCLG = The former ‘Department for Communities and Local Government’. Now renamed the Ministry of
Housing, Communities and Local Government (MHCLG).
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LEPs themselves also need to be more transparent to the public by, for example,
publishing financial information’.
2.3

To fulfil the Committee’s recommendations, the DCLG commissioned Mary Ney (a DCLG
Non-Executive Director) to review LEP governance. She published her report in October
2017 that contained 17 recommendations for the DCLG to consider. These
recommendations are listed in Appendix A.

2.4

Overall she stated that ‘there appears to be commitment from the LEPs to meeting the
requirements of the National Assurance Framework but issues remain on the effectiveness
of implementation in some cases. This would be mitigated by additional clarity in the
National Assurance Framework which is proportionate’. Her report is available to view at:
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/65518
8/Review_of_local_enterprise_partnership_governance_and_transparency.pdf

3.

Complaint about Greater Cambridge Greater Peterborough LEP (2017)

3.1

Scrutiny of all LEPs across England has also increased due to governance failures at the
Greater Cambridge Greater Peterborough (GCGP) LEP.

3.2

In early 2017, the MP for North East Cambridgeshire wrote to the National Audit Office
expressing concerns about GCGP LEP, which lies in his constituency. His concerns
included GCGP LEP’s relationship with local developers, and how it managed conflicts of
interests.

3.3

As a result, the DCLG undertook a review of GCGP LEP. It transpired the GCGP LEP
Chairman could have had a conflict of interest in a site at Alconbury: the Chairman’s
construction company entered into a £20 million contract to build a new HQ for MMUK
on the site, when the GCGP LEP was advising on what infrastructure should be put into
that site to increase its value.

3.4

The DCLG review did not find evidence of the misuse of public funds, however it
concluded that GCGP LEP’s assurance framework did not comply with the national
standard. It also found that the Section 151 officer at Cambridgeshire County Council
signed off GCGP’s assurance framework without checking all its supporting
documentation.

3.5

Consequently, at the GCGP LEP board of 19 December 2017, the LEP Board was advised
that the DCLG would not give GCGP LEP any further money, and all board members
agreed to resign so the LEP (which was established as a company) could enter voluntary
liquidation. Since that date, a mayoral combined authority has taken on the
responsibilities that the LEP oversaw.
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4.

Parliamentary Public Accounts Committee (2018)

4.1

On 22 January 2018, the Parliamentary Public Accounts Committee reconvened to hear
oral evidence on GCGP LEP’s governance model to ensure lessons were learnt and
applied to the remaining 37 LEPs.

4.2

As well as intense scrutiny of the actions of the GCGP LEP Chairman and Cambridgeshire
County Council CEO, the MHCLG senior officials were rigorously scrutinised on the
government’s LEP oversight mechanisms and whether they are fit-for-purpose.

4.3

The main mechanism used by the MHCLG to have oversight of LEPs is the ‘annual
conversation’. The annual conversation is a performance review meeting that takes place
each year between the MHCLG officials and each LEP leadership team. The annual
conversation considers a range of issues, including progress on delivering the growth
deal, the LEP’s governance, and LEP strategy.

4.4

On 16 March 2018, the Public Accounts Committee published their report “Governance
and departmental oversight of the Greater Cambridge Greater Peterborough Local
Enterprise Partnership. This is available via this link:
https://publications.parliament.uk/pa/cm201719/cmselect/cmpubacc/896/896.pdf

4.5

The Committee’s report makes five recommendations to the MHCLG. The report’s
executive summary emphasises “the MHCLG needs to get a grip of its oversight of LEPs”.
The Committee’s recommendations are listed in appendix B.

5.

Government’s Best Practice Guidance for LEPs (2018)

5.1

On 24 January 2018, the Government issued guidance to support LEPs to meet the
recommendations of the Mary Ney review. The guidance is available here:
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/local-enterprise-partnership-governanceand-transparency-best-practice-guidance and its recommendations are listed in Appendix
C.

The focus of this report now turns from the national context to the South East LEP’s
governance and interaction with the government.
6.

South East LEP performance and governance

6.1

The South East LEP had its annual conversation with the MHCLG officials on 7 December
2017. The note of the conversation is attached in Appendix D.

6.2

At the end of January 2018, the South East LEP developed new policies in line with the
Government’s new best practice rules. The policies were:
 A revised SELEP Assurance Framework
 A Code of Conduct for SELEP Board Members
 A SELEP confidential reporting of complaints policy
 A SELEP Register of Interest Policy
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 A SELEP subsistence and hospitality policy
 A SELEP whistleblowing policy.
These policies were issued to the SELEP Board Members for electronic approval, and this
agreement to ratify the adoption of these policies was received at the SELEP Strategic
Board on 16 March 2018.
6.3

In addition, the Government’s Register of Interest template was filled in and signed by all
SELEP Board Members and placed online by 28 February 2018 (the Government
stipulated deadline).

6.4

All SELEP’s new policies and the declarations of interest are available to view at:
http://www.southeastlep.com/our-governance/transparency

6.5

On 20 February 2018, SELEP received a letter from MHCLG officials to communicate
formally the outcome of the annual conversation process and to set out the next steps
and immediate actions that are required. The letter stated that overall the LEP is not
performing adequately on a number of measures. The full content of the letter can be
found on Appendix E. The SELEP Managing Director has learned that this assessment was
predominantly undertaken after the annual conversation and, from what he can glean,
was a desk-based binary analysis of whether information was available on the SELEP
website. The precise process undertaken remains unclear.

6.6

As a result of this assessment, a deep dive audit of the South East LEP was led by
Government Internal Audit Agency on 7 and 8 March 2018. The Agency provided SELEP
with a blank schedule for the deep dive and a request for background material relating to
two randomly selected LGF schemes. All this information was readily accessible through
the SELEP Accountability Board portal. SELEP populated the schedule with interviews
(which included a meeting with federated board chairmen and officers).

6.7

The Government Internal Audit Agency has confirmed that they will produce a report of
its deep dive findings and provide it to the SELEP Managing Director by 22 March 2018. In
addition, MHCLG issued a letter on 15 March 2018 with a summary of the deep dive
findings, which showed the Government no longer viewed the South East LEP as
inadequate, but rather requiring improvement (see Appendix F).

7.

KMEP Compliance & Recommendations for Approval

7.1

To comply with the new governance requirements, this paper asks KMEP Board Members
to:
o Note the content of the report
o Approve the revised KMEP terms of reference which can be found in Appendix G
o Acknowledge that Board Members are asked by Government to act in
accordance with Nolan’s principles of public life
o Immediately complete an up-to-date Register of Interest if they have not yet
done so.

7.4

Finally, the Government has asked SELEP to ensure that its four federated boards
(including KMEP) have a more consistent approach to board member recruitment, and
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the open calls on funding opportunities. Contact has been made with officers and the
Vice-Chairman of the other three federated boards to initiate a discussion on this. A
further update on governance will therefore come back to the next KMEP meeting
providing feedback on the progress made with the other federated boards.
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Appendix A – Mary Ney’s Review: April-Oct 2017

1
2
3.

4

5

6.
7.

Mary Ney’s Review Recommendations – Oct 2017
Culture and Accountability
A brief formal assurance statement be published on an annual basis by the LEP’s Chair and CEO on the status of governance and transparency within the LEP.
All LEPs should have code of conduct, which all board members and staff sign up to, that explicitly requires all members and staff to adopt the Nolan Principles
of public life.
Structure and Decision-Making
LEP decision-making structures must accommodate the following separate components of good governance and these components must form an essential part of
assurance and ensuring probity:
 A clear strategic vision and priorities set by the Board which has been subject to wide consultation against which all decisions must be judged
 Open advertising of funding opportunities
 A sub-committee or panel with the task of assessing bids/decisions
 Independent due diligence and assessment of the business case and value for money
 Specific arrangements for decisions to be signed off by a panel comprising board members from the local authority, in some cases including a power of
veto
 Section 151 officer line of sight on all decisions and ability to provide financial advice;
 Use of scrutiny arrangements to monitor decision-making and the achievements of the LEP.
Local assurance frameworks should set out that ALL decisions must be subject to:
 the normal business case, evaluation and scrutiny arrangements
 there must be a written report with the opportunity for the Section 151 officer to provide comments
 that the conflicts of interest policy will apply to decision makers regardless of whether there is a formal meeting, and
 that decisions should be recorded and published in the normal way, regardless of how they are taken.
Conflicts of Interest
Each LEP should be required to incorporate the following specific requirements into its conflicts of interest policy and how it is implemented:
 All board members taking personal responsibility for declaring their interests and avoiding perceptions of bias. This should be evidenced by producing and
signing of their register of interests and its publication on the website.
 Use of a bespoke proforma for collection and publication of the information which ensures all categories of interest are systematically considered.
 Categories of interest to include employment, directorships, significant shareholdings, land and property, related party transactions, membership of
organisations, gifts and hospitality, sponsorships. Interests of household members to also be considered.
 Action in response to any declared interests applies to any involvement with the work of the LEP and is to be recorded.
LEPs must be required to include in their local statements how scenarios of potential conflicts of interest of local councillors, private sector and other board
members will be managed whilst ensuring input from their areas of expertise in developing strategies and decision-making, without impacting on good governance.
Complaints
LEPs should be required to publish a whistleblowing policy and arrangements for confidential reporting of allegations of untoward concerns by third parties/the
public.
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8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.

Section 151 Officer
The Government ought to provide further clarity on the role of Section 151 officers and it is suggested that this be developed in consultation with CIPFA.
The Section 151 should be required to provide a report to the Annual Conversation on their work for the LEP and their opinion with a specific requirement to
identify any issues of concern on governance and transparency.
The Government is recommended to give some thought to what flexibility might be available to smooth funding allocations to LEPs over a longer period.
Transparency
The Government ought to provide additional guidance to LEPs on expectations on publication of agendas, meeting papers and decisions.
Each LEP should maintain on its website a published rolling schedule of the projects funded giving a brief description, names of key recipients of funds/
contractors and amounts by year.
LEPs should report on the role of scrutiny in their annual assurance statement during the Annual Conversation process.
Government Oversight and Enforcement
The annual conversations should have strengthened focus and designated time to examine the performance of LEPs in relation to governance and transparency
and to discuss the assurance statements and the report of the Section 151 officer.
A risk-based approach should be used by MHCLG to identify LEPs where a deep dive on governance and transparency would be of assistance. It is further
recommended that this deep dive is undertaken by someone with no direct involvement with the specific LEP.
The Government should set out its approach to considering delaying or withholding of funding for non-compliance so that LEPs have a clear and early
understanding of the matters they need to address and the timescale to be met.
Best Practice
The LEP Network currently supports a number of initiatives to share good practice and to provide support to LEPs at board and CEO level. It is recommended
that government continue to support this work and discusses with the LEP Network how best to take sharing best practice forward.
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Appendix B – Public Accounts Committee: Jan-March 2018
1

2

3.

4.

5.

Public Accounts Committee – March 2018
GCGP LEP did not comply with expected standards in public life, particularly in terms of accountability and transparency.
Recommendation 1:
MHCLG should
 implement the Mary Ney review recommendations in full with all possible speed;
 reiterate the obligations of LEP board members under the Nolan principles;
 set out ways by which LEPs can enhance their openness; and
 be clear on the training in corporate governance that Chairs and Chief Executives of LEPs should receive.
The Department’s oversight system failed to identify GCGP LEP as one which should have raised concerns.
Recommendation 2:
MHCLG should:
 write to the Public Accounts Committee setting out the results of its LEP compliance checks and annual conversations; and
 publish these results.
Mary Ney’s review of LEP governance and transparency provides a sound basis for improvement; however, the MHCLG has a long way to go before it can be
sure that all LEPs have implemented the review properly.
Recommendation 3:
The MHCLG should:
 write to the Public Accounts Committee by 1 June 2018 with an update on the implementation of the Mary Ney review recommendations, and the results
of its deep dives;
 set out how this will ensure that concerns unearthed in GCGP LEP are not present in other LEPs; and
 detail the guidance given to LEPs on corporate governance and transparency.
The Government has not been clear about the current role, function, and purpose of LEPs in the context of the creation of directly elected mayors and combined
authorities.
Recommendation 4:
The Government’s policy review needs to:
 make the role of LEPs absolutely clear;
 assess whether LEP boundaries are in the right place;
 evaluate their role in promoting economic growth; and
 set out their place alongside new mayors and combined authorities.
The Government has not developed a full range of interventions for LEPs and only uses the extreme, blunt option of withholding funds.
Recommendation 5:
MHCLG needs to be alive to the ongoing risk of failure in LEPs and develop a proportionate range of interventions for LEPs, akin to those it has for local
authorities.
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Appendix C: Best Practice Guidance – Jan 2018
Government’s Best Practice Guidelines
Transparency: Publication of agendas, meeting papers and decisions
 The Annual General Meeting must be open to the public.
 Each LEP must explain on an easily accessible part of their website the documentation they will routinely publish.
 As a minimum, each LEP must publish minutes and papers for full board meetings and any sub-committees which involve decisions about public money.
 On the website, the LEP must include a commitment to meet the timelines for the publication of documents as follows:
o Meeting agendas and papers to be published 5 working days before the meeting takes place;
o Draft minutes of Board meetings to be published within 10 clear working days of the meeting taking place. The final minutes of Board meetings
must be published within 10 clear working days of being approved at the next Board meeting.
 Any declaration of interest made at the meeting must be included in the minutes of the Board meeting. A new declaration of interest should be updated on
the relevant member’s written register of interest.
 LEP must provide clarification (on its website) of its process to handle confidential and exempt information which is not to be placed in the public
domain.
Complaints – Confidential reporting of allegations
 All LEPs must put in place effective arrangements to enable third parties and the public to confidentially report concerns about LEP processes and
decisions. This is in addition to their standard complaints procedure and their whistleblowing policy.
 Where data is gathered, the LEP must put in place appropriate data protection arrangements in line with the Data Protection Act 1998.
 The confidential reporting arrangements set up by the LEP must include:
o A confidential means for third parties or the public to contact the LEP, for example a secure website or secure form on the LEP website.
o A contact within the LEP who is responsible for dealing with confidential complaints.
o An outline of how third parties and the public can raise confidential allegations and concerns and
o an outline of how the LEP will investigate and respond to confidential complaints, including reassurance that confidentiality will be maintained.
o Detail of how the LEP will respond to anonymous allegations should be included.
o The LEP should also outline the information that complainants should provide when making a complaint.
o An outline of each of the stages of the complaints process with indicative timescales for each.
Complaints – Whistleblowing
 LEPs must publish their whistleblowing policy on an easily accessible part of their website and make Board Members, staff and contractors aware of the
policy by 28 February 2018.
 LEPs must also ensure that their Responsible Officer informs the Cities and Local Growth Unit of any concerns raised under their whistleblowing
procedure by emailing: LEPPolicy@communities.gsi.gov.uk
Culture and Accountability
 LEPs should ensure that all Board Members and staff sign up to a code of conduct, based on the Nolan Principles, and this must be published on its
website.
Conflicts of Interest
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LEPs must adopt this register of interests and publish an up-to-date register for each Board Member and its staff on the LEP website.
All board members must take personal responsibility for declaring their interests and avoiding perceptions of bias. This should be evidenced
by producing and signing of their register of interests and publication on the website.
 Actions undertaken by the LEP in response to the declaration of interests must be recorded.
TO FOLLOW FROM GOVERNMENT: Section 151 Officer
 This was not included in the Government’s best practice guidance – but will be published separately by the LEP Network and The Chartered Institute of
Public Finance and Accountancy (CIPFA).
Assurance Framework Guidance & Non-Compliance by LEPs.
Following the completion of the Minister-led LEP Review, the Government will publish revised national guidance for LEP Assurance Frameworks & will share its
approach to non-compliance with LEPs.
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Appendix D – SELEP Annual Conversation Note – Dec 2017
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Appendix G – Proposed amendments to the KMEP Terms of Reference for approval
Proposed alterations are highlighted.

A partnership between the business community and local government
& a federated arm of the South East Local Enterprise Partnership

TERMS OF REFERENCE
1.

Purpose

1.1

This document sets out the terms of reference for the Kent and Medway Economic
Partnership (KMEP). The Partnership is a federated board of the South East Local Enterprise
Partnership (SELEP).

2.

Aims and functions of the Kent and Medway Economic Partnership

2.1

KMEP is a private‐public body which aims to drive forward economic growth and prosperity in
Kent and Medway.

2.2

Working collectively, the Partnership is responsible for:
a) Shaping, defining, endorsing, signing-off and monitoring the Strategic Economic Plan;
b) Considering the local strategic economic investment priorities and driving forward the vision
for economic growth in Kent and Medway;
c) Considering and developing responses to new economic opportunities and challenges in
Kent and Medway;
d) Providing a strong voice for Kent and Medway business and government at national and
regional level;
e) Championing the work of KMEP and SELEP to local communities;
f) Maintaining strategic oversight of and reporting on the use of all funding devolved from
SELEP to Kent and Medway;
g) Engaging with public and private sector partners to inform key decisions and set out how
they will evidence effective engagement;
h) Providing local engagement with and feedback to the general public about future strategy
development and progress against delivery of the SEP via the KMEP website.
i) Publishing arrangements for developing, prioritising, appraising and approving projects, with
a view to ensuring that a wide range of delivery partners can be involved.

2.3

KMEP will engage local businesses and utilise public and private sector knowledge and
expertise to ensure prioritisation and delivery to provide the greatest benefit in terms of
achieving economic growth through the delivery of development, infrastructure and
regeneration projects.
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3.

Governance

3.1. The Partnership shall be governed by a Partnership Board, which shall fulfil the functions set
out in para. 2.2.
3.2

A brief formal assurance statement will be published on an annual basis on the status of
KMEP’s governance and transparency on www.kmep.org.uk by the Chairman and KMEP
Strategic Programme Manager.

4.

Membership of the Partnership Board

4.1

The Board shall consist of 33 members, as follows:
Business representatives (17)
All the Local Authority Leaders in Kent and Medway, which are:
o The Leader of Kent County Council (1)
o The Leader of Medway Council (1)
o Leaders of Kent District Councils (12)
Higher education representative (1)
Further education representative (1)

4.2. The Board shall seek to ensure a balanced representation of businesses, reflecting Kent and
Medway’s geography and the diversity of its business base (by size and scale).
4.3

The KMEP Business Representatives shall be selected by the Kent and Medway Business
Advisory Board (BAB). The KMEP Secretariat will alert the BAB when a vacancy on KMEP
arises. The Secretariat will also provide details to BAB of the geographical, sector and diversity
balance of the current KMEP business representatives to support informed decision-making.

4.1

Appointments to the Kent and Medway Business Advisory Board are conducted through a
competitive procedure which is open, transparent and non-discriminatory. The process is set
out within the Business Advisory Board’s terms of reference, which are available on the KMEP
website.

4.2

KMEP also shall have power to co-opt other members as it may from time to time judge
necessary to assist it in the discharge of its responsibilities.

4.6. Should a Board member be unable to attend a Board meeting, s/he may nominate an
alternate to take his/her place. In such cases, the Board member should notify the Chairman
in advance, via the Secretariat.
5.

Chairman

5.1

The Board is business-led, with at least 50% of its membership originating from the private
sector. Both the Chairman and the two Vice‐Chairmen shall be business representatives
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5.2

The Chairman and two Vice-Chairmen of the KMEP Board are elected by the Kent & Medway
Business Advisory Board (BAB) following an election via electronic procedure. The process is
outlined in BAB’s terms of reference, available on the KMEP website. Hence, the Chairman
shall serve as the Vice-Chairman of the South East LEP, the Chairman of the KMEP Board, and
the Chairman of the Kent and Medway Business Advisory Board.

5.3

The Chairman shall preside at meetings of the Board. In the absence of the Chairman, one of
the Vice‐Chairman shall preside. In the absence of the Chairman and the two Vice‐Chairmen,
the Board shall elect any Member of the Board to act as Chairman for that meeting only.

5.4

The KMEP Chairman is responsible for providing the SELEP Team with clear and updated
nominations for membership of the SELEP Strategic Board in accordance with the rules
specified in paragraph 5.5.

5.5

The SELEP Strategic Board membership will include:
 The KMEP Chairman
 The two KMEP Vice-Chairmen
 A KMEP business representative: - The KMEP Chairman will email all KMEP private sector
representatives on an annual basis to seek expressions of interest from members to sit on
the SELEP Strategic Board. If more than one business member volunteers, the Chairman
shall consider the items on the SELEP agenda before each SELEP Board meeting, and
select a nominee to attend that meeting based on topic relevance. The KMEP Chairman
will also seek to provide diverse representation.
 The Leader of Kent County Council (or his alternate)
 The Leader of Medway Council (or his alternate)
 A District Council Leader from the east of the county. The KMEP Chairman will email all
the East Kent District Council Leaders to ask them to decide amongst themselves whom
they wish to act as their nominee. An email will be sent on an annual basis; the District
Leaders have the right to reappoint the representative to serve the following year.
 A District Council Leader from the west/north of the county. The KMEP Chairman will
email all the West Kent and Thames Gateway District Council Leaders to ask them to
decide amongst themselves whom they wish to act as their nominee. An email will be
sent on an annual basis; the District Leaders have the right to reappoint the
representative to serve the following year.

6.

Terms of Office

6.1

A Local Authority Leader’s appointment to the Board will run concurrently with his/her tenure
as Leader of the Council.

6.2

The HE & FE representatives shall be selected by the universities and FE colleges located in
Kent and Medway. The HE & FE representatives shall remain a Board Members until the KMEP
Chairman (via the Secretariat) is advised by the universities or the FE colleges that a new
nominee is proposed.

6.3

The term of the Business Representatives is three years* commencing at the KMEP Annual
General Meeting, following which they may be reappointed by the Business Advisory Board
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for an additional successive term. There is no maximum number of terms that a Business
Representative can serve.
6.4

*If a Business Representative does not attend three consecutive meetings of KMEP, without
the prior approval of the KMEP Chairman, then it will be deemed that the Business
Representative has resigned from the Board.

6.5

Members may resign from the Board by giving no fewer than 20 working days’ notice to the
Chairman and Secretariat.

13.

Induction and Succession Planning

13.1 When a new Member joins the KMEP Board, a formal induction will take place. This
comprises:
 A meeting with the KMEP Chairman, KMEP Strategic Programme Manager and the
SELEP Managing Director (if available), who shall collectively explain the role of the
local enterprise partnership and its federated boards.
 A written induction pack shall also be issued to the new Board Member; this document
contains the SELEP Induction Pack, plus local information regarding KMEP.
13.2 the Chairman, two Vice-Chairmen and the KMEP Strategic Programme Manager will meet on
an annual basis to discuss succession planning. At this meeting, they will:
 Identify key roles for succession planning
 Define the competencies and motivational profile required to undertake those roles
 Devise a plan of action, with a view to ensuring potential individuals receive primarily the
right set of experiences in advance of key roles becoming vacant.
14.

Quorum

8.1

The quorum of the Board shall be 13 of which no fewer than 7 shall be business
representatives.

8.2

Should a Board meeting not be quorate, the Chairman may arrange a Special Meeting of the
Board to deal with outstanding business, or may allow business to adjourn to the following
ordinary Board meeting, or may allow Board members to convey their views electronically to
all the other Board members via the Secretariat.

9.

Other participants

9.1

With the prior agreement of the Chairman, other participants may attend meetings of the
Board. Other participants may include representatives of agencies with a significant economic
role, such as (inter alia) the Environment Agency or Homes England.

9.2

Other participants may, at the discretion of the Chairman, participate in discussion (subject to
the Conflicts of Interest procedure set out later in this document). However, they shall not be
considered to be Board Members.
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9.3

Officers shall also attend Board meetings where they are presenting papers or other
information for the Board’s consideration.

10.

Conflicts of interest

10.1. A Register of Interests shall be held by the KMEP Secretariat and published online.
10.2 All Board Members and the KMEP Strategic Programme Manager are required to complete a
Register of Interest (ROI) form, recording details of any relationship or other financial or
personal interest which might conflict with their duties to KMEP and SELEP. All board
members must take personal responsibility for declaring their interest. This should be
evidenced by producing and signing their register of interest, and its publication on the
website.
10.3 The ROI form has been designed by the Government and asks Board Members to record any
interest relating to employment, directorships, significant shareholdings, land and property,
related party transactions, membership of organisations, gifts and hospitality, sponsorships.
Interests of household members are also considered.
10.4 New Board Members must, within 28 days of joining KMEP, notify the KMEP Secretariat of:
 any disclosable pecuniary interest relating to themselves or a spouse/civil partner/cohabiting partner.
 any non-pecuniary interest which KMEP has decided should be included in the register or
which the Board Member considers should be included in order to act in conformity with
the Seven Principles of Public Life. These non-pecuniary interests will necessarily include
any membership of any Trade Union.
10.5 Board Members shall review their individual register of interest before each board meeting.
They must declare any relevant interest(s) at the start of each board meeting. The declaration
of interest, and the actions undertaken by KMEP resulting from the declaration, will be
recorded in the minutes of the Board meeting. Every six months, the KMEP Secretariat is to
write to the Board Members to remind them to ensure that their register of interest is up-todate, and resign the document if it is accurate.
10.6 If an interest has not yet been entered onto the KMEP register, then the Board Member must
disclose the interest at any KMEP meeting at which they are present, where they have a
disclosable interest in any matter being considered, and where the matter is not a ‘sensitive
interest’. Furthermore, following any disclosure of an interest not on the KMEP register or the
subject of pending notification, the Board Member is required to notify the KMEP Secretariat
of the interest within 28 days beginning with the date of disclosure. A new declaration of
interest must then be signed and placed on the KMEP website.
10.7 Should a Board Member have a pecuniary interest, in any matter being considered by the
Board, then s/he shall: ‐
(a) disclose the interest to the meeting and not take part in any consideration or discussion of
the matter, or vote in any questions with respect to it, or discharge any function relating
to the matter; and
(b) unless the meeting invites him/her to remain, withdraw from the meeting.
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This rule applies whether or not the pecuniary interest concerned is already set out in the
Register of Interests.
10.8 However, the rule in 10.7 above does not apply where the interest concerned relates
primarily to the general interest of any public-sector Member in his/her area of geographical
responsibility, or to the interests of Kent and Medway as a whole.
10.9 These rules also apply to any Non‐Voting Participant or alternate.
10.10 The KMEP Secretariat is responsible for ensuring that the SELEP Managing Director and the
Accountable Body’s Section 151 Officer are made aware of any changes to the Registers of
Interest, or verbal declarations of interest made at the KMEP Board meetings. This
information must be sent across from KMEP to SELEP within 2 days of notification.
10.11 The conflicts of interest policy shall apply to Board Members regardless of whether there is a
formal meeting.
10.12 Board Members are encouraged to seek advice from the SELEP Secretariat and the
Accountable Body’s Monitoring Officer if they have queries on the process to complete the
Register of Interests.
10.13 Furthermore, by endorsing the Conflicts of Interest Policy, all Board Members agree to act in
accordance
with
the
SELEP
Register
of
Interest
Policy
available
at:
http://www.southeastlep.com/our-governance/our-policies
11.

Secretariat, minutes and agenda‐setting

11.1. The Secretariat of the Board and the Partnership shall be carried out by Kent County Council.
11.2 The agenda for the Board meeting shall be agreed by the Chairman prior to circulation. An
email will be sent by the KMEP Secretariat to Board Members calling for suggested agenda
items at least a month before the meeting.
11.3 The meeting agenda and papers for the Board meetings shall be circulated to the Board and
published online by the Secretariat five working days before each Board meeting.
11.4 Draft minutes of meetings of the Board shall be prepared by the Secretariat, shown to the
Chairman, and published online within 10 working days after each Board meeting. The draft
minutes will be approved at the next meeting of the Board. The final minutes of Board
meetings will be published within 10 clear working days of being approved at the next Board
meeting.
11.5 The KMEP Secretariat is responsible for ensuring that the SELEP Managing Director is
informed of the dates of all KMEP meetings.
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12.

Making recommendations

12.1 The Board does not have delegated authority to make decisions regarding the use of public
funds. However, the Board may provide a strategic partnership view on priorities for, or the
use of, public funds and may make recommendations to local and central government and
their agents.
12.2 In considering priorities and performance and in making recommendations, the Board shall at
all times aim to reach consensus. Where consensus is not possible, the Board may set out
majority and minority opinions.
13.

Voting

13.1 The Board may vote on the following matters:
a) Variation to the Terms of Reference of the Partnership and Board;
b) Termination of the Partnership and Board
13.2 Determination of these matters shall require the support of at least 75% of Board members
present at the meeting.
13.3 KMEP has the right to take an electronic vote on the matters listed in 13.1. Decisions taken by
electronic procedure shall be recorded and published in the action tracker of the next set of
KMEP board papers.
14.

Formal Decision-Making & Section 151 Oversight

14.1 As paragraph 12.1 makes clear, KMEP provides recommendations to the South East LEP for its
consideration. It does not make formal decisions on the allocation of funding – rather formal
democratic decision-making is through the SELEP Accountability Board which makes all
funding decisions (relating to Kent and Medway, and the other three federated areas).
14.2 The SELEP Accountability Board is also responsible for monitoring delivery of the capital
programme and actively reviewing associated risks, informed by local area management
information.
14.3 The SELEP Accountability Board is advised by the Accountable Body’s Chief Finance Officer
(i.e. Essex County Council’s Section 151 Officer) and Monitoring Officer.
14.4 All funding allocated to the SELEP is transferred to the Accountable Body (Essex County
Council) which is responsible for the proper use and administration of the funding, in line with
any requirements set out in the respective grant determination letter sent by Government.
The Accountable Body (Essex County Council) is not able to use this funding for its own
purpose without a clear mandate from the SELEP Accountability Board.
14.5 All funding decisions made by the SELEP Accountability Board to approve funding for a specific
project or programme must be supported with a robust Business Case which has been
independently assessed. This impartial advice on the merits of project Business Cases is
provided by SELEP Independent Technical Evaluator.
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14.6 Full details are available in the SELEP Assurance Framework on:
 the role of the SELEP Accountability Board, which approves funding decisions
 the role of the SELEP investment panel, which is tasked with assessing and prioritising
bids before submission to the government
 the role of the SELEP Strategic Board, which sets and formally endorses a clear strategic
vision and investment priorities, against which all decisions are judged
 the role of the Accountable Body’s Section 151 Officer and how he/she ensures a clear
line of sight of all decisions and provides financial advice
 the role of the Independent Technical Evaluator, which provides due diligence
 the agreed protocol for dealing with any underspends as they emerge
 the method to assess and evaluate business cases and value for money before funding
decisions are made,
 the LEP-wide approach to capturing project outputs and outcomes, and
 the use of scrutiny arrangements to monitor decision-making across the LEP (including by
KMEP), and monitor the achievements of the LEP.
The latest version of the SELEP Assurance Framework can be accessed at:
http://www.southeastlep.com/images/uploads/resources/SELEP_Assurance_Framework_010
218_.pdf
14.7 Board Members and the KMEP Secretariat, by endorsing these terms of reference, are
agreeing to comply this SELEP Assurance Framework.
15.

Sub‐groups

15.1 Two sub-groups support the KMEP Board; these are: Kent and Medway Business Advisory Board
 Kent and Medway Skills Commission.
15.2 The KMEP Board may from time to time establish new sub‐groups. In such circumstances, the
terms of reference for any sub‐group shall be approved by the Board, and placed on the KMEP
website.
16.

Transparency

16.1 The Board will seek to operate in an open and transparent manner.
16.2 Meetings of the Board shall be open to the public, and notification of future meetings shall be
publicised via the KMEP website (and those of partner organisations as appropriate). The link
is http://kmep.org.uk/meetings
16.3 KMEP will ensure the following information is published on its own website
(www.kmep.org.uk):
(a) Its terms of reference
(b) Membership
(c) The calendar of future meetings will be listed on the last page of each KMEP’s Board
papers
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(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)
(i)

All board papers and minutes (with the exception of any exempt items according to
Schedule 12A of the Local Government Act 1972); and
The KMEP Register of interests
Contact Details for KMEP
The terms of reference and membership of any KMEP sub-groups.
The Local Growth Fund delivery report will be routinely published as part of the Board
papers pack
A published rolling schedule of projects funded, giving a brief description, names of the
key recipients of funds/contractors, and the amounts by year.

16.4 The website will be linked to the SELEP website (www.southeastlep.com), where partners and
the public can access supporting documentation for decision-making including:
a) Forward plans
b) SELEP agendas
c) Reports and business cases
d) SELEP minutes
e) Summary of decisions of the SELEP boards
f) SELEP’s governance policies
16.5 The KMEP website will provide the opportunity for local engagement with and feedback to
the general public about future strategy development and progress against delivery of the
SEP, including key projects and spend against those projects and that this can be evidenced.
16.6 When a funding opportunity is announced (such as the Local Growth Fund), KMEP will publish
details on its publicly-accessible website, including how to submit a bid, and the prioritisation
and appraisal criteria, with a view to ensuring that a wide range of delivery partners can be
involved. A press notice on the new funding call will also be made, and each local authority
will be asked to advertise the opportunity on their own local authority websites, and via the
Councils’ social media presence.
16.7 As well as openly announcing the funding opportunity, the KMEP Strategic Programme
Manager will consult and engage with the Business Advisory Board, and its associated privatesector networks. This action will ensure the private sector has a strong role in developing and
prioritising projects.
16.8 The Freedom of Information Act 2000 shall apply to Board papers and to records of the
Board’s discussions.
16.9 On branding, KMEP will ask its partners delivering capital projects to comply with the
government’s branding guidelines, and also show the SELEP and KMEP logos. KMEP will use its
best endeavours to ensure local partners actively promote the SELEP priorities.
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17.

Definition of Confidential and Exempt Information

17.1 ‘Confidential’ and ‘Exempt’ information will not be included in the publicly-accessible board
papers. The following definitions will be used: 17.2 Confidential information means information given to the Board by the Government on terms
which forbid its public disclosure or information which cannot be publicly disclosed by virtue
of a Court Order.
17.2 Where the whole or any part of a report for the KMEP meeting is not available for inspection
by the public:
(a) every copy of the whole report or the part of the report, as the case may be, must be
marked “not for publication”; and
(b) there must be stated on every copy of the whole or the part of the report:
(i) that it contains confidential information;
(ii) by reference to the description in Schedule 12A to the 1972 Act, the description
of exempt information by virtue of which the decision-making body discharging the
executive function are likely to exclude the public during the item to which the report
relates.
17.3 The categories of exempt information are as follows:
(a) Information relating to any individual.
(b) Information which is likely to reveal the identity of an individual.
(c) Information relating to the financial or business affairs of any particular person (including
the authority holding that information), unless it is required that the information be
registered under the Companies, Friendly Societies, Industrial and Provident Societies,
Building Societies or Charities Acts.
(d) Information relating to any consultations or negotiations, or contemplated consultations
or negotiations, in connection with any labour relations matter arising between the
authority of a Minister of the Crown and employees of, or office holders under, the
authority.
(e) Information in respect of which a claim to legal professional privilege could be
maintained in legal proceedings.
(f) Information which reveals that the authority proposes:
(i) to give under any enactment a notice under or by virtue of which requirements
are imposed on a person; or
(ii) to make an order or direction under any enactment.
(g) Information relating to any action taken or to be taken in connection with the prevention,
investigation or prosecution of crime.
17.4 Information that falls within (a)-(g) above is exempt information if the public interest in
maintaining the exemption outweighs the public interest in disclosing the information.
18.

Public Questions

18.1 KMEP welcomes public interest in its business and has therefore adopted the following
procedure for public speaking at KMEP Board meetings.
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18.2 At the start of every Board meeting, there shall be a period of up to 15 minutes to enable
members of the public to make representations.
18.3 A question may be allowed under this procedure only if it has been sent to and received by
the KMEP Secretariat no later than three days before the meeting. Questions should be sent
to info@kmep.org.uk or by post to KMEP, 2nd Floor, Invicta House, Sandling Road, Maidstone,
ME14 1XX.
18.4 Only one speaker will be permitted to speak on behalf of an organisation.
18.5 The speaker is allowed to ask the pre-submitted written question at the meeting. Any
question must be asked within a 3-minute time limit. After the answer has been given the
questioner may put one supplemental question in order to clarify a point given in the answer.
No further questions may be asked.
18.6 Questions will be dealt with in the order in which they were received, except that the
Chairman may group together similar questions. If the questioner is not present when called
by the Chairman, the Chairman shall ask the next question.
18.7 Questions must not:
 Ask for information which has already been published in the Board report or is available
on the KMEP or SELEP website.
 Be about something that is outside the responsibilities or powers of the Board
 Criticise the motives or personal character of any Board Member or employee, or is
defamatory, frivolous, vexatious or offensive
 Is substantially the same as a question put to a meeting in the previous six months
 Will require the disclosure of confidential or exempt information
 Is already subject to separate appeal, adjudication, litigation, mediation or dispute
resolution.
18.8

The Chairman can decide that a question shall not be asked or answered if it would not be in
the public interest or on any other reasonable ground. If this occurs, notification will be
given at the earliest opportunity in writing, and include reasons for the rejection.

18.9

Answers to the questions may be given by the most appropriate KMEP Board Member or by
the KMEP Strategic Programme Manager, as designated by the Chairman. The KMEP
Member or Manager, giving the answer, has discretion as to the content of the reply and
how it is given. In particular, he/she may decline to answer in full if this would involve an
unreasonable amount of work or cost, or be contrary to the public interest.

18.10 All oral answers to questions should be brief and relevant, with any detailed background or
statistics given in writing following the Board meeting.
18.11 After the Board meeting, a copy of the question and answer will be appended to the draft
minutes, and placed online in accordance with the rules regarding the publication of
minutes.
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18.12 Questions that have not been answered before the end of the 15 minutes allowed will not
be called but all questions will be answered in writing. Any questions not asked during the
15-minute period will not be added to the online link in the minutes of the meeting.
18.13 Questions should relate to an item on the Board agenda, or mentioned within the Board
minutes.
18.14 Any question may be withdrawn by the person submitting it at any time.
18.15 On arrival and before the start of the meeting, the person asking the question should
register with the KMEP strategic Programme Manager, who will explain what will happen
and show the questioner to the public seating area.
18.16 If the questioner requires someone to read the question for them, the Chairman will ask the
question on their behalf, but the questioner must be present at the meeting.
19.

Public Misconduct

19.1 If a member of the public interrupts a meeting or otherwise behaves irregularly, improperly or
offensively, the Chairman, with the consent of the Board, may request that he/she leave the
room or order that he/she is removed. In the event of a general disturbance, the Chairman,
with the consent of the Board, may suspend the meeting or direct that the public be excluded
from it. No one so removed or excluded will be permitted to return to the meeting.
20.

Annual Report and Annual General Meeting

20.1 The Board shall consider and approve an Annual Report, setting out the activities and
membership of the Partnership and the Board over the course of the year, and its anticipated
focus for the year ahead. This shall be publicly available and disseminated widely.
20.2 In addition, the Partnership shall hold an Annual General Meeting, reporting on the
Partnership’s activities over the course of the year. This meeting is open to the public to
attend, and there will be a time-limited period for questions and answers from any attendees.
20.

Frequency of Board meetings

20.1 The Partnership Board shall meet at least 4 times per year. It may meet more frequently if
business needs dictate, at the discretion of the Chairman.
20.2 Board meetings shall be scheduled and located in such a way that the business of the Board
can be expedited efficiently.
21.

Termination

21.1 The Board may decide to terminate the activities of the Board and Partnership, subject to the
provisions in set out in the section on voting.
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22.

Indemnity

22.1. Unless otherwise indemnified by the organisations of which they are representatives, Kent
County Council shall indemnify the members of the Board in respect of all decisions made by
the Board.
23.

Variation to Terms of Reference

23.1. The Board may decide to vary its Terms of Reference, provided the procedure in ‘voting
section’ is followed.
24.

Equality and Diversity

24.1 KMEP is covered by the general equality duty as set out within the Equality Act 2010.
Accordingly all decisions taken by the Accountability Board will pay 'due regard' to:
(i) eliminate unlawful discrimination, harassment and victimisation and other conduct
prohibited by the act;
(ii) advance equality of opportunity between people from different equality groups; and
(iii) foster good relations between people from different equality groups.
25.

The Principles of Public Life

25.1 KMP board members are required to maintain high standards in the way they undertake their
duties. As a member they are a representative of the KMEP, and therefore their actions can
have both a positive and negative impact on the way in which the KMEP is viewed by the
public.
25.2 All board members are required to have regard to and to agree to act in accordance the
Principles of Public life, known as the Nolan Principles, contained within the provisions of
S.29(1) of the Localism Act 2011. The Nolan Principles are available to view at:
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/the-7-principles-of-public-life
26.

Code of Conduct

26.1 The Board Members and KMEP Secretariat will abide by the SELEP Code of Conduct, available
at:
http://www.southeastlep.com/images/uploads/resources/Code_of_Conduct_for_LEP_Board_
Members_draft_for_approval_010218.pdf
27.

Training

27.1 The Chair and KMEP Strategic Programme Manager will seek corporate governance training
from the South East LEP’s Accountable Body on an annual basis.
28.

Confidential Reporting of Complaints

28.1 KMEP has made all attempts to ensure that it operates in a fully transparent and engaging
way, with its business partners, press and members of the public. However, if a member of
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the public wishes to complain about a particular function of KMEP, this can be done in writing
to the KMEP Secretariat c/o County Hall, Maidstone, ME14 1XQ.
28.2 The Board Members and KMEP Secretariat also agree to abide by the SELEP Confidential
Reporting of Complaints Policy, which is available at:
http://www.southeastlep.com/images/uploads/resources/Confidential_reporting_of_complai
nts_draft_for_approval_010218.pdf
28.3

29.

The SELEP Confidential Reporting of Complaints Policy includes:
o A confidential means for third parties or the public to contact the LEP, for example a
secure website or secure form on the LEP website.
o A contact within the LEP who is responsible for dealing with confidential complaints.
o An outline of how third parties and the public can raise confidential allegations and
concerns and
o An outline of how the LEP will investigate and respond to confidential complaints,
including reassurance that confidentiality will be maintained.
o Detail of how the LEP will respond to anonymous allegations should be included.
o The Policy also outlines the information that complainants should provide when
making a complaint.
o An outline of each of the stages of the complaints process with indicative timescales
for each.
Whistleblowing Policy

29.1 The Board Members and KMEP Secretariat, by endorsing these terms of reference, agree to
abide by the SELEP Whistleblowing Policy, which is available at:
http://www.southeastlep.com/images/uploads/resources/Whistleblowing_Policy_draft_for_a
pproval_010218.pdf
29.2 KMEP will publish this whistleblowing policy on its own website, and has made Board
Members, staff and contractors aware of the policy. A reminder about this Policy will be
issued annually.
30.

Gifts, Hospitality and Subsistence

30.1 SELEP and its federated boards are funded or supported through public funds and everyone’s
conduct is expected to be of the highest standard. It is essential that all individuals are seen to
be open and honest in any dealings with outside individuals and organisations.
30.2 KMEP has no budget under its control, and therefore:
 The KMEP Chairman does not receive an allowance
 Board Members receive no expenses (i.e. travel payments, stationery, etc) from KMEP
for attending the Board, although light refreshments (i.e. tea, coffee and biscuits) are
provided at each board meeting. Board Members may receive expenses from their
own organisation, and this will be recorded on their own websites in accordance with
their organisation’s rules.
 The KMEP Strategic Programme Manager is required to comply with the respective
policies of his/her employing organisation.
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30.2

In the interest of openness and transparency, all offers of hospitality made to a member,
acting in his/her KMEP role, should be declared to the KMEP Secretariat, indicating whether
it has been declined or accepted, within 28 days of receipt of the offer. The SELEP form
should be used to capture the gifts or hospitality received/decl ined:
http://www.southeastlep.com/images/uploads/resources/SELEP_GiftandHospitalityDeclaration
Captureform-V1.pdf The register of declarations made will be published on the KMEP website.

30.3

Board Members that represent KMEP on the SELEP Strategic Board agree to comply with
SELEP’s gifts and hospitality policy, which is available at:
http://www.southeastlep.com/images/uploads/resources/Subsistence_and_Hospitality_Poli
cy_draft_for_approval_010218.pdf
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FOR INFORMATION ONLY PAPERS
KMEP 26th March 2018
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A partnership between the business community and local government
& a federated arm of the South East Local Enterprise Partnership

FOR INFORMATION ITEM A
Subject:

Future Meeting Dates for KMEP and SELEP

KMEP Board Meeting Dates
The future Kent & Medway Economic Partnership meeting dates are:





Mon 21 May 2018
Mon 16 July 2018
Mon 24 September 2018
Mon 26 November 2018

All meetings will be held at the Village Hotel, Maidstone, and start at 5pm and finish at 7pm.
SELEP Strategic Board Meeting Dates
The SELEP Strategic Board meeting dates are:
 Friday 29 June 2018
 Friday 28 September 2018
 Friday 7 December 2018
 Friday 22 March 2019
All meetings will be held at High House Production Park and start at 10am.
SELEP Accountability Board Meeting Dates
The future SELEP Accountable Board meeting dates are:






Friday 27 April 2018
Friday 15 June 2018
Friday 14 September 2018
Friday 16 November 2018
Friday 15 February 2019

All meetings will be held at High House Production Park and start at 10am.
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